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Feeding Mowing Lands.
1 hear it >aid that farmers arc

saving

null'll hay this open weather; cattle manage to pick up mueli in the lields. Indeed,
in
my riding 1 see. sometimes, herds ol
rattle in mowing lields, grazing the dry
For some davs it is likely
iltermath.
Fa x may secure a third or half their sup*
away from the hay mow. It scent.*
i
me. however, that for every mouthfu
of hay saved by this means, four or live
good mouthfuls will be lost to the ban
die coming summer.
If ot this you an
doubtful, then consider the reasons in sup
It is assumed Dial
; it id tlie assertion.
soil of your farm i- light, thin, ami
upon a well drained subsoil,
flu* practice of manuring grass land*
:pou the swank to keep the gras-well,
old to save the expo tst- ot ploughing, and
a
aid of nsri ding. iibecome at !ea«t a
Massachusetts custom
I his custom finds it support in the bool that gra-- root- lie near the suriaei* id
the ground that the rains or melting
so

spii'fi

-n-o\

to

speak—the

manure

...1 i,. the surface. and in the liquid
in the soil suflieiently for
!
oil!-iii fa.-o roots of !in' grass to be thereby
a,
We know thill the most tortile
url-hed
ur farm -oil arc the
.-I's i>1
layers near
c
-urlnee
Surface applied farm iraihas it- greatest strength retained in
u'silayers. (i.i down three or foui
.■•he-- and it is tumid that for every hall
a
deeper their i- !o of fertility. F.\
,o..i" the ploughed furrow, and tin* great
uo
l root- are not 1 mud below thesi
io«
inch.'What lies below this depth
cry important to sustaining a growth
ora -. but the larger part of the stuff
i which grass is made withdrawn from
io
-,.i'. is found above
Different is it
ih cl, ivor. perhaps, and other deep root
d plants, and different it may he, peru it Ii
,i:i j *--,
gra-s in a clay or deep soil,
archil experiments slio w that the great-

ppi
■

o

■

]o.o;

ot

ui

applied upon
liquid
d
not-drop through it like
iiianiiiv

-urface
ul in water, to the bottom, but that it iatl'u-i d through the uppermost parts ol
-"■il
I nh.'-s gra- roots then are con
coded i" be m ar the surface, topdressing
f -.’"i"
finds xx must regard as an iniliii. !•• n! u
Hut " c know il
U
Kiuuiv
.duel's results 'I I aluc.
jiiiag then tin sc two positions, the
t
tin* dcsci-nt of inoistiiri' in the
a
u the other, as to the growth ol
I-. ,r grass, another position with
-I to tlie nature of grass will be
tiliix it- -opted. Flint grass, unlike some
-pc ic- ol plants, the eommou Fnglish
.-. dec- not ff.mri-ii in
a dry soil, but
In-

.,

■

ptiiv- water in abundance during the
wing season, we think is every one’s
In onr dry soil, put in maexperience
and

nure
■

ith a rainy season, there i- a
of grass.
Ihit without frequent
xx

I yield

,.ght soil,

or some means

ol

•otaining moisture in the soil, our crop
bills.
I-, have grass in perfection demils that the farmer have a suitable
-il : that the soil shall be fertile, and that
shall be kept sufficiently moist. Withit the last, all efforts are unavailing,
rile tliina of greatest difficulty i- to secure

the growing crop.
M hat has the feeding close of our mowing fields in autumn to do with this? Some
ix
lo feed grass close, to have it meet
h inter in a
naked condition is to have it
w inter killed
I fear more that it will he
water to

killed.
I he held that meets the spring sun in
this naked state, i- the soonest green. The
sun does this, the rain being abundant in
the early spring. The early part of June,
or towards the middle ot the month, there
i- often the beginning of a drouth; no
-bowers—the roots of the grass being near
the surface are soon dried—the blade slackens in growth and ripens short ot a full
ummer

development.
Suppose, instead of this, the fall finds a
gr.• wtii ol, say four inches of grass—the
crisp cold deadens it—tin- winter snow
hills upon it, and when
gone leaves the

tried grass flattened to tTie earth.
The
joiii^ mi i. iiivon the. cover half an
inch of loose mulching; the blade i- slow
to start, nor does the thirsty sin. and
more thirsty winds such up the moisture
in the soil rapidly. Why ':’ There is this
half inch of noii-eoiidiletor of heat, of cold,
if moisture between it and the soil.
The
land receives the rain from heaven, and
drink-it in -and between summer slunvi'.-

there is

water

ing

so

more

not

much

rapid rendering of tinrequired. There is noth-

a

conducive of

a

retention ol

wa-

Nater in the soil than a good mulch.
ture, w hen let alone, kindly provides this
tor grass, betw een the time of haying and
oumnal frost-:
lim-s anything require a
in,deli inure than grasAla- aclm-wlt-

I’loiighnian
A correspondent of tin- New York Tribune, writing from Livingstone Co., N Y
nil
experiments in manuring says:
A1 o nit nine years ago 1 became the ownof a small farm near where 1 reside,
nid in one of the field 1 discovered a side
hill, or knoll, unproductive. After ploughing it for wheat 1 scattered over it a thin
coat of manure, then harrowed it, and
drilled in the wheat,
the consequence
w as that the wheat was there as stout as it
■uld -stand. The clover that followed
w as just the same, and to this
day. though
no manure has been added, it is the most
■

productive part of the Held.
I have tried it in oilier
[daces with the
same re-ults.
This year, though we have
not halt

crop of wheat, wherever surface
has been spread there is a full
crop. Hay has dwindled down to about
one-fourth of tlie usual crop, hut where I
a

manure

mattered manure over the surface, during
the winter no better or abundant grass
ever grew.
To this experience L will add,
that I have several times ploughed under
manure for corn and beets, but have never
discovered any effect, except to get it out
>1 sight. This is tlie experience of a fanner

lawyer
Condiments

in

roi i/mv

Diet.—Cay-

pepper, mustard, or ginger, can,
with great benelit, be added to the food
of fowls, to increase their
vigor, and to
siiniulate egg production.
This apparently artificial diet will he
-een to lie natural if we remember that
wild birds ol the gallinaceous species get
enne

to very many

access

highly-spiced

berries

and buds; articles that give the “game
favor" to their flesh. The ordinary food
of the domestic fow l is not, indeed, entirely without some such addition, since there
is more or less of an aromatic
principle
in wheat, Indian
corn, and all other grains.
Nevertheless, it is not' sufficient in quantity to supply the place ol the stronger
spices, a tn-te for which is part of the
fowl s inherited constitution. A moderate
quantity of cayenne, &<■,, added to tlie

ground grain

is

always productive ot
health and thrift in poultry [The Poultry
World

A Nov

asks
out.

fork fanner says: “Someone
it is that potatoes so soon run
There arc two grand reasons. There

why

but few potatoes in a hill that are lit
Some are overgrown, coarse,
rank, and will not transmit the original
quality. Others are nnaergrown, and not
lull ’(
developed seed. A potato of medium
perfect in all its parts, with change
of ground, will
produce its like, ad inlinit11111
"'her reason, cutting potatoes
lietwem, stem ami
seed end continually,
will demoralize the institution.
It. reStem
the
ami seed eml to make
quires
perIt
fect seed.
cut, cut lengthwise
Single
eyes’ will run out any potato. There isno
other seed that will hear mutilation like
the potato; the only wonder is, that it
does not run out completely.
[Prairie

are

lor seed.

farmer.

Hot st: Windows. The more light admitted to apartments the better for those
who occupy them. Light is as necessary to
sound health as it is to
vegetable life. Exclude it from plants and the consequences
are disastrous.
They can not be perfected
without its vivifying influences. It is a
fearful mistake to curtain and blind windows so closely for fear of
injuring the
furniture by exposure to the sun’s
rays,
that rooms
positively gather elements in
darkness which
disease.

engender

VOLUME 44.
Influence of Light

on

While some organisms of a peculiar
nature flourish better in the dark than in
the light, the general ett'eet of light upon
living organisms, both animal and vegetable, is to encourage growth and perfect
development. Milk is full of organic
germs, and it is found that light hastens
the changes required for their development and multiplication. Direct sunlight
very soon spoils milk or cream by premature souring and decomposition.
The
effect of indirect or reflected light lias
been but little observed. It nevertheless
exerts an active influence not only upon
milk and cream but upon butter and
cheese while curing
The general effectof light upon milk and cream is to hasten
the action of the lactic yeast, and then the
formation of alcohol and after that to
hurry up putrefaction, and these changes
are occasioned by the influence nt reflected
light the same a- direct sunlight, only in
a feebler degree
The first effect, however, of a small
quantity of reflected light—a quantity that
would just enable one with good eyes to
road ordinary prim—is to
color of cream during an

the
exposure of

heighten

hours. Whether
the increase of color would continue for
an indefinite length of time, I am unable
to say, but probably not.
As soon as the quantity of light allowed
to tall upon milk is increased beyond the
small amount named, its influence is soon
manifested upon the cream; causing it to
become sour and stale, lose color and lla\ or. and if the light is strong its surface
i-soon covered with mould and pimples,
where the same milk standing in a more
shaded position will be all right.
The
quantity of light which can lie safely admitted into a milk room, even from a
northern exposure, is very small, as a few
examples will illustrate. In the Specdsville creamery, Tioga County, ,\. V.. a
streak of light was admitted from a window having a northern exposure, but located under a porch so that its effect was
diminished by its indirect course, and fell
oblique h across two of the pools in which
the coolers were standing full of milk.
Tiie rest of the room where the other
coolers stood was so shaded as to appear
quite dusky upon first entering it. The
milk in all the coolers was kept at fiftyeight to sixty degrees alike, and stood
from forty-eight to sixty hours. The cream
in all the coolers standing in that streak of
light was observed to lose color and grow
stale, and at length become covered with
pimples and mould, and finally flecky.
The pimples with which the tup was ldi>U red became watery, giving indications
of vinous fermentation and premature decay. The top of the cream soon became
sour and shortly reached through to the

thirty-six

to

forty-eight

milk, while the

the

cream

and milk standing

shaded part of the room was
sweet and sound.
When the window was shaded all the
phenomena at once disappeared, hut if the
shade was removed they re-appeared.
It
was changed several times, and always
with t lie same results.
In a recent visit to some of the butter
factories in Franklin County. X. Y., a
similar experience was related by Air. G.
I.. Donaldson, manufacturer in the So.
m

more

Bangor factory.

The milk in

that,

as

in

all the other Franklin county butter factories, is set in twelve large Jewett pans
—ten feet long by four wide and seven
inches deep; these are placed six on each
side of the room, with one end butting
against the wall, and the other reaching
toward the middle of the room. While
there are i\ pans butting1 against a side
ol' the

room, there are blit three windows

that one-half the pans stand
squarely against a window and the other
half against a wall. The pans standing
before the windows, and especially the end
next to the light, were noticed to have the
cream on them paler than the rest, although the milk was the same anil stood at
the same temperature, and it sooner be
came stale and sour.
The effect in the
Bangor factory was not so great as that in
the Speedsvilie factory, as the milk only
stood in the pans thirty-six to forty-eight
hours. Had it stood as long, it would no
doubt have been the same. The quantity
of light was gradually diminished till it
was found that the best effect was produced when all the windows on the sunny
side of the room were closely shaded, and
light only admitted through three 10x12
panes in each window uii the opposite
side.
Finding too much light injurious, Dr. 1).
tried the opposite extreme.
He put a
screen over some of the pans, so that one
end was exposed to a moderate light and
the other entirely dark, and found the dark
ends paler than the others, but otherwisesound. A similar experience has occurred
in other factories in the neighborhood, and
the practice has there become general of
shading down the light in their milk rooms
to the same standard as above indicated.
Too much light is doubtless often the
cause of faulty butter; and even after it is
manufactured, butter, like cream, will
soon fade it exposed to the light, even
though it may be covered with brine. [L.
li. Arnold, in Live Stock Journal.
on

a

side,

so

The different opinions of farmers as to
the value of pumpkins for milch cows and
other stock, is believed to be the result of
different ways of feeding them by a correspondent of the Germantown Telegraph.
In a hurry to clean a field, farmers will
give their cattle a surfeit of pumpkins for
a day or two, then for a day or two perhaps none, and thus alternate leasts and
lasts, and conclude pumpkins are worthless. The writer gives regularly, as long
as they last, once a day, from one to three
pumpkins per head,” never more, and
finds them greatly conducive to health of
stock, besides greatly increasing the quantity and quality of the butter made.

Apples always keep better when pro-

tected from currents of air, which change
the temperature often. A uniform temperature is best. Hence they do better m

barrels headed up than exposed
in tight boxes.

on

shelves

or

“Lost with all Hands."

wide,

<

the cottages, thick on the long quay side.
On the roofs of the busy town.

Mi

"Lost, with all hands, at sea."
The dread words sound like a wail,
The song of the waves and the cla-li of the

bells,

Ring like death-bed dirges,
In the pauses of the

Never

a

home

or

funeral knells.

gale.

poor,
But it brightens for good Yule-tide;
Never a heart too sad or too lone,
But the holy Christmas mirth 'twill own.
And his welcome will provide.
so

Where tin* sea-coal tire leaps,
On the fisherman's quiet hearth,
The Yule log lies, for his hand to heave,
When lit* hastes to his bruit* on Christmas Kve,
In the flush of his strength and mirth.
on tin* little shelf,
The tall Yule candle stand-.
For the ship is dm* ere the Christina- night.
And it wait-, to he duly set alight
By tin* coming father's hand-.

High

Long has the widow spared
Her pittance for warmth and bread.
That her sailor boy when In* home rclmnMav joy, that her lire so brightly burns,
iicr board is so amply spread.
Tin* sharp reef moans and moans.
Tin* foam on the sand lies hoar;
The “sea dog*' flickers across tin* sky.
The north wind whistles shrill and high.
Mid the breaker's ominous roar.
on the great pier head.
The grey-haired sailors stand.
While tin dark clouds pile away in the w e-1.
Ami llie spray flies free from tin* billow-* crest.
Frc they dash on the hollow sand.
t

MU

Never a sail to 1m* seen.
On the long grim tossing swell.

Only drifting wreckage

of

and -par.
o'er the harbor bar.

No Christmas joy I ween.
Oil the rock-bound coast may be.
Rut token and custom of Yule away.
While widows and orphans weep and pray
Fertile “hands, lost out at sea."
Miss

quietly.

Tom ] tinted viciously.
“1 hate fast
said at last.
“How do you know she's Iasi” You

girls," he

never saw

her."

heard

about

her.”

Tom

said

gloomily.

"What have you heard about her?" de-

companion, sharply.
“Why, there was Karnest Browne; lie

aged twentyTuitr.
thoroughly good fellow, good-tempered,
good-looking, and heir to a good property,
but he had one sorrow—he was engaged
to a girl he had never seen.
Some ten years before a

dispute hud
arisen about a certain Hillingdon estate, in
Lieestershire.to which .Mr. Luttrell—Tom's
lather—and a certain Cam worth Leigh
both laid claim.
Litigation seemed inevitable, and the legal fraternity began to
prick up its ears, when one morning .Mr.
Luttrell received the following note :
••Dear Luttrell,—You and 1 have been good
friends all our lives, and there is no man living
for whom I have a greater esteem than for
yourself. Cannot we, then, settle this wretched
business without troubling these infernal lawyer-? Mv uncle. Haughton Leigh, had a suit
that lasted him twenty years and killed him in
the end.
Now. listen to me; my daughter
Nellie will have all I’ve got at my death, except
Barfield, which goes to Jack’s hoy.
Why
shouldn't she marry your boy Tom? Let the
property alone for the next ten years; then
Nellie will he eighteen and Tom four-amltwenty—if they like to marry then well and
good; if either should decline to carry out the
arrangement, let the property go to the other.
••This is a rough idea of my plan, which Jackson, vour law y er, rould soon put into shape.
What do you say?
Yours, «Se..
I 'Alts worth Lkic.ii. Barfield.”
To this proposition .Mr. Luttrell agreed,
ami font Ibund himself ar. engaged man
at fourteen.
Soon alter this >|r Leigh
1*'
was obliged
leave lb gland for bis
health; and for many years he resided
entirely on the Continent. So it happened
that font and his bride had never met.
About a mouth beton- the time fixed for
his decision Tom betook himselt to a small
inn in tile village of Settlebourn, near
Stoekford, nominally to fish, but in reality
to escape from bis fatheiis
arguments and
to get a little time to himself for quiet rellection, while )w solaced his wretched

soul with tobacco.
One day as he lay lazily smoking by I lie
silver Beck something tell front a high
hank above him and dropped liglih on
the water, while a girl's voice exclaimed.
“Oh, my gracious, my hat !”
Tom looked and saw a very neat little
hat lloating, boat-like, down the stream.
“Bother the young woman,” he grumbled, “1 suppose, now, she’ll expect me
to fetch it!”
As he arose he looked up to the spot
from which the voice had proceeded, and
saw a girl whose beauty surprised him.
She stood bareheaded on the bank, gazing
with a look of comic dismay after the fast
receding hat, and Tom had an opportunity
of examining critically, from the little
head with its crisp brown hair disordered
by the wind, to the slim ankles which her
position revealed as she stood above him.
llunning some yards down the bank, he
stepped out upon an old willow, which
protruded over the stream, and waited in
the hope that the current would bring the
hat within his reach, lie was not disappointed, and in a few minutes more he
was again on terra firma with his prize.
“I must make friends with this young
person,” he thought, as he carefully dried
the dripping feather with his handkerchief
The fair stranger had watched his efforts front her elevated post, and smiled
sweetly on him as he climbed the hank
She had
with his recovered treasure.
evidently been sketching, for her materials
were scattered in picturesque contusion
around her.
“I hope it's not much damaged,” said
Tom, as he looked rather ruefully at the
result of his manipulations. “I’m afraid
the feather’s in a had way.”
“Oh, it doesn’t matter in the least,
thanks* How kind of you to take so much
trouble. But for you I must have walked
home bareheaded.”
“I wouldn't put it on just yet,” Tom
said. “Let it lie in tlio sun a little and
dry, while you go on with your work.”
“But suppose it starts oil' again, when
there’s no one to recover it for me?” she

suggested.
and you can
Von are sketching, 1 see ;

guard it, then,

“Bring me something to eat here,
Simms; anil don't let .Miss Leigh know

that I am in the house."
By the time he had finished his lunch

his mind was made tip. Selecting a hugely crested sheet of still* note paper so as
to give the document an official character,
he sat down, sqiiarred his elbows, anil
commenced to write.
The following epistle was the result of
his efforts:
•‘My Dkau Mrs Linen. For the first time
I address yon, personally, though you doubtless

have been i‘i r some time aware of the link
which in some way connects ns. The time has
now arrived when our decision must he made
in regard to our future—whether we shall
go
through life together or separate at once and
forever. 1 will n. eoueoal from you, my dear
Mi>s Leigh, that foi nine years 1 have looked
on you as
my destined bride, aim have considered lily'll-U‘ fortunate in the prospect of an
alliance with one of whose beauty and goodness
I liave beard so much.
It is hut quite recently
that I have di.-eo\n ed that mv heart is no
longer
mine to
dispose of. and 1 now feel that to urge
yon do fulfill our engagement would be to ins,,re a lib: of
misery l«»r both of us. Let us.
thi n, separate without :t personal interview,
wbieli would only cause unnecessary embarrassment.
\s to 11ilIingiIon, 1 resign it to von willingly. b eling sure that yon would make a bi tter
misti’i
than • -hould a master.
I ru-1 in; thi li ''Dine d:i\ to meet,
you as the
bride of somi* one more
worthy 1o possess \on
than myself. I am. my dear Mi--. Leigh, your
sincere friend. Tin»mas I'.ruToN Li ri ui.M..
1 ’hat'll do, I think.
1 hope it won't
snudl of lobneen. Simm<," as that worthy
answered the bell “take this to Miss
Leiirli. with mv eomidiiiients."
Simms was too well trained to >how
surprise at anvthiii;>\ Ik* bowed and wont.
In ten minute-: Ik- returned.
“Mis-; Leigh's <‘om})liments, sir. and
would \ on speak lo lu‘r in tin* drawn <rrni mi?
"iih. hang her:"
aid Turn; lmt there
must

'*

no

was

escape.

The

drawing-room

was

met her a little while ago.
She talked darkened to exclude the afternoon sun.
along the whole time to him, and—and i Ini! Toiu diseot ered a white figure al the
swore, I think lie said, and wanted to tar end which ro-e and bowed as he adsmoke. Then Tiverton told me she was ; vanced.
"1 am delighted. M1
the bcs| hand at quoting Artemas Ward
Heigh. he began.
he ever heard. Bah! 1 hate a girl that "Ill have the pleasure
iinlloa! Mis.S
quotes Arlemas Ward?" and Tom switched llarding ! Y"i< here ?"
"Miss wi.o
said the laughing voice of
viciously at the dandelions with his cane.
1 am not Miss
His companion watched him with a In- Siattlebourn Iriend
I larding."
mischievous smile.
“1 wish

was a

work in peace.
may 1 look ?”
“Oh, yes; hut it’s a miserable failure,
I'm afraid,” she said, laughing, as she
handed it to him. Tom examined it, and,
being a bit of an amateur himself proceeded to criticise, and finally to instruct. He
The descendants of the famous mutineers found this girl very charming; she seemed
of the ship Bounty have again been so delightfully free from all convenbrought to notice by a sea-captain who tionality, without at all resembling his
recently visited them at Pitcairn Island in betc noir, the “fast girl.”
the Pacific. It is known that in 1789 a
They grew quite confidential as the
part of the crew of the Bounty rose hi lesson proceeded, and were amazed when,
mutiny, seized her commander and nine- on consulting their watches, they disteen of his adherents, put them into an covered that it was half-past six.
“I must lly,” she said; “or I shall he
open boat, and abandoned them to their
fate. The Bounty, under the command of late for dinner, and Sir John can’t stand
*'
the mutineers, made for Tahiti, and landed til'll
“Have you far to go?'1 asked Toni,
all of her crew but nine. The nine, having taken an equal number of native craftily.
“About a mile. I’m staying at Newwomen anil a few men, went to sea again,
and were not heard of until 1808, when lands. No. I can carry them, thanks; I
( 'apt. Folger, of Nantucket., discovered couldn’t think of troubling you any more.
their descendants at Pitcairn Island. The Good-by,” and she was off.
Tom went to his room, thinking a great
community appeared to be in a thriving
condition. The laws which governed it deal about his new friend, wondering
In the ab- where the charms lay which, even more
were more just than severe.
than her beauty, had fascinated him.
sence of an official gazette, they were
read in public, and those who transgressed “Perhaps it’s her dress,” he thought; “she
them were publicly censured and lined. dresses better than any woman I ever saw;
The women were permitted to exercise and then her boots!” Here he lit a cigar
tlie right of suffrage, and there were and fell into a dream about the said boots
schools for the education of children. In and about the little white hand which had
worked so industriously and confidingly
^' Ujber, 1870, Capt. Purdy, of the ship
called at Pitcairn Island, and under the direction of his big brown paw.
found the islanders well
supplied with All the next day he wandered by the river,
goats, wild pigs, oranges and limes, but but she came not. That evening he was
in a sad state for lack of suitable
clothing. restless and ill-tempered with his hostess
According to recent accounts, the products and every one who approached him.
of the island are insufficient for their own
The day after he was more fortunate.
requirements. The community now num- She was sitting in the old spot, and greetbers seventy-six persons, and is sadly in ed him smilingly.
“You’re just in time,” she said. “Hook
need of food as well as clothing.

maintained large families, with a surplus
for market. Nearly all these farms have
good buildings, known once as the residences of some of the first people in town.

“Indeed ! And what’s her name?"
“Miss Leigh; Nellie Leigh."
“It was Tom’s turn to Hush now “Miss
“Good heavens !
Leigh," lie repeated.
you don't, mean to say she is in this neighborhood ?”
“You don’t seem fond of her,” s|h> said,

Leigh.

Tom Luttrell,

“Let me

she replied unnever been introduced, and 1 don't in the least know
who you are or anything about you. Lady
Trumbull would have a lit ii' she knew
it.”
“Let me introduce myself,” said Tom
laughing. “My name is Luttrell—Tom
Luttrell: or, if you prefer it, Thomas furson Alvanely Luttrell."
If she had not been sitting behind him
Tom must have noticed the tlusli which
spread over her face at this annquneenit'iit.
After a pause, she said, slowlv;
“So you’re Tom Luttrell?”
“Y es." said he, looking up. “What do
\ mi know of me ?”
“There is a young lady staying at New
lands, who is a great friend of mine; sin1
lias told me about you.”

manded his

Hid a vision of Christinas pass
Before tin* drowning eyes.
When 'mid rent of lagging and crash of mast.
The brave ship, smote by the mighty blast.
Went down lieatli the pitiless skies?

Horrid

vigorously.
“W hy, you and me,”
grammatically. “We’ve

“I've

canvas

That sweep with the waves
Their terrible tale to tell.

tree; isn't it like those bright green
eaulillowers you see in the pickle bottles ?”
Tom sat down and set to work on the
refractory tree, while she watched him.
••1 say,” she said at last, “isn't this
dreadfully improper ?”
“Which?” asked Tom, working away
at my

“Lost, with all hands, at sea."
rhe Christmas sun shine- down
On the headlands that frown o’er the harbor

otn

At East Buekfield, Me., there are eight
good farms without a resident, that once

Whittington,

Journal
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Milk and Cream.

weppin.”
water

and

she

directly,

get

be less keei'levs with that
said, “you’ll upset mv
and then you’ll have to go

you’ll

some

more."

“Now, don't you
ed.

begin

it." Tom plead-

“Why not? I like Artemas."
Tom shrugged his shoulders.
‘\\ ell," his tormentor continued, “have
you any other fault to find with your
bride ?"
“She's not m\ bride."
“But she will be."
“No, I’m bothered it’ she will !" Tom
broke out vehemently.
“What! will you bu\ your freedom
with Hillingdon and seven thousand a I
vear?”
•■Aye. ami think it cheap at that price."
“Complimentary to .Miss Leigh. Shall
1 tell her?”
“11 you like—hut never mimt .Mi-si
Leigh."

•■You've not told me your name yet.”
said Tom, after a while.
••-My name ? she repealed : “oh, never
mind my name."
“15ut I do mind y our name
Won't mm
tell me?"

••.My

nano '-

Nellie, loo," -lie -mb)

mus-

ingly.

Then who in the

yo i?" he demanded

name

of

goodness

are

eagerly

she looked down demurely.
•Till that horrid Miss
Leigh as you
called me the other day."
lorn sat down and star d at her: presently he broke into a great laugh.
"till, it'- all very well to laugh." -lie
-aid. in an injured tone.
!na moment more In- was kneeling bv
her chair, looking up into her eves.
"Miss Leigh
Nellie—
"1 odd you not to call me Nellie. Yes-

terday.''

she said

"Yes. lmt

tartly

yesterday

engaged now.'
engaged, sir!1

isn't

to-day

; we're

What, after this?"
hi. hang the letter! A on know 1 love
you to distraction. You are your own
only rival in m.v love, and yam will marry
"I

dear, won't you ?
"Certainly not. A on

me.

said 1 was fast and
slangy, and that Hillingdon would be a
cheap price to pay to be rid of me. And
limn this letter! Let go my hand— how
dare you. sir!
l!e ipiiet. Mr. Huttrell!
l orn, don't!"
Hut Ti an u as not to lie denied
After
this jdriti d resistance Miss l.eigh surren-

dered lgnominioush
Inn." -lie win'pen-il. a her head hi\
mi ill
h adder, ale vial really care Ibr
me
and prule-tations).
( Ki<si.
••Then," and her voice sank lower yet.
“then lake down tin- card. Ibr I'm let to a
•'

“Shall I call yon Nellie, then ?" in- asked.
“Certainly not," she said coldly, and re-

commenced

lb- w:ila-t.
him watched her silently.
“Wont you
forgive me?" lie pleaded after a while.
"Shall I?" she said, holding her sketch
at arm's length, to observe the effect.
A es, do," said Tom. 'it’s so Christian."
"Then 1 will,' and she gave linn her
hand with a most adorable smile.
Tom
felt sadly inclined to kiss it. but refrained.

getting

■

on

painting vigorously

too

■

single gentleman."

II- Urili-li surveying ship
('hallenger
turiiislies a reinarkalde narrative of two
mod an Koliiiison I'riNn-i named Stottenliotf. who passed nearly two y ears on lnaeee si!,h- Island, in the Southern Atlantic
Ocean
I o this place the brothers volun••Now." said she, consulting her watch. tarily oauished t heniselves two years ago.
their -oh- object being the acquisition of
I must lie oil'.”
The hunt for
“And will von allow me to carry your wealth by hunting seals.
seals was pursued without success, and
things'. asked Tom.
But at this moment -lie was capricious,
linally. when landing on one of the trips,
as ladies will be sometimes, anil
positively the whale-boat was seriously damaged in
refused to allow him to do any such thing. the surf. This was a great calamity, as it
Then arose a struggle for the ••tilings." depriv cil the ad\ enturers of the only means
which were, however, captured by Tom ul leaving the beach. I liable to reach the
after a short resistance.
plateau alter the loss of the boat. the. store
She turned and walked majestically ol provisions became so reduced that it was
away as Tom gathered up the implements necessary to diminish the daily allowance
with a grin, and followed her. When lie to a quantity just sufficient to sustain life,
and toward the middle of August both
came up to her she was sitting on a stile,
looking dreamily on the ground. She men were little better than skeletons. Ill
October, a schooner eame in sight. The
raised her eyes as he approached.
“Mr. Lnttrell, she said, “1 want to speak Captain gave the brothers a quantity of
salt pork, biscuits and tobacco, but declinto you seriously."
Tom deposited his burden on the ground, ed giving anything more except in exsat himsell on a log facing her, and wait- change for seal-skins, which the Stotten11oit's did not possess. They were subseed solemnly,
•T want to know if you’re quite deter- quently visited by an American whaling
schooner, and exchanged their seal-skins
mined not to marry Miss Leigh?”
“1 am," he replied, looking steadily at for some tobacco, three shirts and twentyher, and tapping his tooth with her li. B. live pounds of tlour. This was the last
eonmmuieatiuii tin brothers held with anypencil.
one until their rescue ten months afterward.
“Since when?” she hesitated.
“Since when ?” she repeated imperiously. The rest of their history is a series of
Tom began to dig little holes with his almost unparalleled sutl'erings and privaFor six mouths the brothers were
tions.
stick
“Well, within the last few days," he separated, 011c man living at the top of the
cl ill's and the other on the beach below.
said at last.
If lie had been looking at her, lie might Tlicir fortitude and rel'ance upon each
have seen the smile and blush ut pleasure other never seems to have deserted them.
When rescued by the 1 'hallenger on the
which lit up her face as lie spoke.
“You see,” lie continued, “it's my fa- 1 <j111 ol October. 1*7:!. they were simply
ther's marriage, not mine; and a man sustaining nature upon the most meagre
likes to choose li is own wife. 1 dare say to d. Their rillc had burst i two places,
there’s no real harm in the young person. and their musket was usolid o lly as a blowIf she’s your lriend, it speaks well for her i pipe to freshen up the lire. They were
—but still-"
linally rescued from starvation by the
“But still what?'1 You've never seen merest accident, the Challenger having
her; how can you tell you won’t like gone out of its intended course and come
her?”
upon the island unintentionally.
Tom became more than ever absorbed
Who Kissi.ii nu: Adviik vi.? The Washin his excavations.
Capital has the following account
ington
“The truth is,” lie blurted out between of a fresh
mystery: “Quite a startling
the digs; “the truth is that lately, quite event occurred to one of our
gallant naval
1
the
I
think
I’ve
seen
lately,
only girl
officers who lias sailed the salty seas,
shall ever care to ask to be my wife," and
carrying our banner in t.lu days when the
lie looked suddenly up at her.
stars and stripes floated in honored recogShe rose confused, began to consult nition on
every ocean. The gay old Rear
her watch earnestly.
Admiral 1’. of I street was calling on New
•■I must go, really.
Please give me my \ ear’s
Day, and as the shades ot night
tilings. This is the park boundin', so I came on be found himself descending the
won’t trouble you any more.”
steps of a house where the bevy of beautyShe sprang over the stile as she spoke, made the old Admiral
dizzy. He was
interposing it between them as they said feeling
Way down, and had just gained
adieu.
the bottom step, when suddenly a pair of
“When shall 1 see you again ?” he asked, female arms were thrown about his maas ho held her hand at
parting. She al- rine neck mid two soft lips imprinted a
lowed it to linger in Ins as she answered— kiss
upon his seafaring mouth that sound“Oh, soon, 1 dare say; perhaps when j ed like the explosion of a Dahlgren. The
least
it.
And
you
expect
gently returning astounded Admiral was so dmufouuded
tlie pressure of his hand, she turned away.
by the salute that lie went down, to use a
After a few steps she looked back.
nautical phrase, on his beam ends, lie
“Any message to Miss Leigh ?” she hinged on his centre and seated himself
asked, inorkinoh
somewhat violently on tile bottom step.
“Oh, confound Miss Leigh!” growled Here, before lie conh 1 recover bis breath
Tom.
“I wish she was in Otaheite.” or
understanding, the violence upon hint
Then*, seating himself on the stile, he lit a was reprcated. and a sweet voice said:
and
watched
her
till
cigar
graceful figure
‘There’ take that for a parting!’ And
he could see it no longer. Suddenly he the
voice, kisses, female arms and all dissmote his thigh—“By Jove!
1 never got
appeared into the night. Then Hear Adher name after all.” he said.
miral 1“. ascended the steps, re-entered
Immediately on arriving at his inn he Hie mansion, and resolved himself into
commenced a cross examination ol his a naval board of inquiry, ‘Who kissed the
hostess, by which he learned two facts. Admiral ?’ There was some musical
Firstly, that Newlands was the property laughter and a roguish twinkle in bright
of Sir John Turnbull; and, secondly, that eyes, hut no satisfactory answer or exthere were two young ladies staying there, planation was elicited. From that out
Miss Leigh and Miss Harding.
until midnight the gallant Admiral went
Next day saw him speeding in a hansom among nis friends wanting to know who
from Paddlington to his father’s house in kissed him, but in vain.
And to this hour
Brook street, intent on destroying that it is involved in mystery. When the quesworthy old gentleman’s peace of mind by tion of who kissed the Admiral is answered,
the announcement of his determination to we have one other, and that is—Why in
the old Scratch did she kiss him ?”
give up Miss Leigh and Hillingdon.
“Is my father in, Simms?” he asked of
the butler, when that functionary appearA Terre Haute man, who lias been
tryed to attend his young master.
ing to make both ends meet, is living on
Mr.
Luttrell
went out with head-clieese and ox-tail
“No, sir;
soup.
Mr. Leigh just after lunch.”
“Mr. Leigh ! Is he here ?”
A Hendricks Co. husband went for liis
“Yes, sir; Mr. and Miss Leigli arrived wife’s boiled cider while she was at church
this morning from the country.”
and got a keg of lye by mistake. Then
“The deuce!” said Tom; “they haunt lie had to eat five
pounds of lard as an
me wherever 1 go,” and he retired
pre- antidote and now lie feels like a soap
mine.
cipitately to his own den.
•■

Hawks, William G., Union. Republican.
Universalist, farmer, married; age 0*2. Born
in Uni*n; attended the common school. IIa>
held the office of Select man, Yssessor, and
Overseer of the Poor in Union for twenty-two
year.
Lean in Sam pel l).. Eastport. Democrat,
Episcopalian, lawyer, married: age 3.7. Rom
in Eastport, and educated in New
Hampshire.
A prominent and active member of the democratic party.
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Soundiugs.

It is only within a few years that men
have begun to study the bottom of the
ocean. Haifa
century ago it was believed
to be a dreary waste, destitute alike of animal and vegetable life, for tlie enormous
pressure which must exist at great depths
seemed to make all life impossible. The
general impression was that tlie water became denser in
proportion to the depth,
and the consequent pressure upon it, and
that all loose
things tloatcd in it at a level
determined by their weight; pieces of
board and such light substances in one
place, the, skeletons of men and animals
in another, iron still lower, and “last of
all, tile broad gold pieces, lost in tinwreck of many a galleon on the Spanish
main, the whole forming a kind of false
bottom to theoeeau, beneath which lay all
tlie depth of clear, still water, which was
heavier than molten gold.-’
But water is
almost incompressible, and at the depth of
twelve thousand feet it is scarcely denser
than at the surface, although the pressure
upon a spot the size of a mail's body is
equal to that of twenty locomotives, each
with a long train ot ears loaded with pigiron.
f et, surprising as it scents, tlie
bottom of the ocean is peopled bv forms
o{ animal !'!(* ;>i t*\i**(*mo «l«*licacv
It. may appear, at first thought, an easy
matter to measure tlie depth of tlie ocean
and to bring substances from the bottom,
but it is in n ality a work of
great dillicult v.
The taking of soundings is as old as navigation. and in shallow water it is easily
done with a lead and line. From the records of these soundings, charts of coasts
have been made of all degrees of excellence lrom the rude maps used by ancient
mariners to the elaborate charts of the
I nited States Coast Survey. To the more
measurement of the water has beei\ added,
gradually, notes on other subjects, such as
the temperature, tides, winds, and currents; and thus lias grown up the science
known as Physical (icographv of the Sea.
But all this dealt only with the surface of
the water, and with such characteristics of
the coasts as concerned the
safety of vessels.
l’he bottom of the ocean at a distance from land was a matter of utter
ignorance. Occasional curiosities were,
indeed, brought up by sounding-lines and
in the nets of fishermen, but so little were
they prized that, unless they promised to
be of uuii ket value, they were thrown back
into the water. In 177b, the first dredge
[ t’orcolleetino- sneeimens was sent down bv
the naturalist, Otho Friedrich Muller. It
was only a square-mouthed
bag, and does
not appear to have been used at a depth
of more than one hundred and ei'ditv
feet.
It was not until the question of the possibility of laying the Atlantic) cable was
raised that the work of
surveying and mapping the bottom of the Atlantic began in
earnest.
The cable was laid, broken and
tished up again ; and tiie possibility of
reaching the bottom of the ocean, and ol
bringing up substances being thus proved,
a
new lield of fourteen million
square
miles in extent was opened to the naturalist. and its exploration was eagerly begun.
There were two serious difficulties to be
overcome,—the getting of the weight
down, and the getting of it up again to
measure the line.
In shallow water this
is easily done, for all that is
necessary ito fasten a pie.ee of lead to a
rope and let
it sink until flic line stops pay ing out. and
tlit'ii pull it in again. Hut in deep water
the friction upon the roue causes much resistaneo to its passage m eitliei' dirtt-tinn.
Any one who has seen the “log" thrown
at sea and the amount of
strength exerted
ill drawing the cord into the ship again,
will realize this. A lead which is heavy
enough to overcome the resistance .it the
water and reach the bottom, will snap the
rope when its weight is added to the friction encountered in tin- attempt to draw
it up again.
On the other hand, il the
rope be even a tritie lighter than the
Hater, it will buoy tip the lead and lloat
about instead of sinking, and if heavier, it
will continue to run otf from the reel after
the weight is at rest. Many kinds of apparatus have been invented in the hope of
overcoming these difficulties, one of the
most simple and ingenious of which was
contrived by a Mr. llrooks, an otlicer in
the American navy. He fastened a cannonball to tlie end of the rope in such a way
that the moment it touched the bottom a
■spring opened, the ball fell out id' the
socket in which it was held, and the rope
could be drawn tip without it
The
most common deep-sea lead is a block
about two feet long, and weighing front
eighty to one htmbredartd twenty pounds,
the lower end is cup-shaped, and tilled
with tallow, to which cling specimens of
the mud. shells and gravel, that it touches.
The scoops used for bringing up ooze are
mostly some modification of the oyster
dredge, but where the water is not very
deep, open-mouthed bags are used. To the
lower edge of these it has been found useful to fasten hempen tassels to which cling
many small substances which would not
be likely to be caught in the bag itself.
< treat interest is now felt in the discoveries that are being made, and several expeditions have been recently made under
the command of scientific men for the purpose of studying the deep sea. Last December the largest and best equipped of
them all started from England on board
the M. S. Challenger. It is to make a voyage lasting three or four years, crossing
and recrossing the Atlantic, rounding the
Cape of Good Hope, and cruising among
t he islands of the Pacific and Indian oceans.
She is fitted for her work in the most
thorough manner, that the foresight of her
commanders could suggest, and already
there have been received encouraging accounts of Iter success. Among other things

discovered,

are a

(.lakk, J. T., West Tremont. Republican,
Free Baptist, house and ship joiner, married;
age 43. Roru in Surry and educated in the
common schools of that town.
'Treasurer and
Collector of Tremont in l*b7. town raised $27,000 to pay war debt, which lie collected.
Electoil to the Legislature of 1*73 by a majority ever
given to a candidate in that district. Always a

transparent lobster,

and

little fish, not only totally blind, but absolutely without eyes, it having been taken from a depth to which no
light could
penetrate. The same species was found
near the surface with well tievcloped eyes,
the organs ol vision diminishing in power
and construction as the depth of its dwelling increased, until these little eyeless
creatures were discovered
Similar blind
fish are found in the dark caverns of the
Mammoth Cave.
The dredge of the Challenger has also
brought from a depth of four thousand fathoms, nearly five statue miles, a tube building annelid, a delicate worm heretofore
found only in shallow water, thus answering the question whether these delicate
organisms can withstand the pressure at
a

great depths.

i no Atlanticnasuccn

ttiemo.ittnorougnsounded of the oceans, both because 01
the number of telegraph lines laid across
if and of the amount of shipping sailing upon it.
Its average depth is not more than
twelve thousand feet, and there are few
places where it. exceeds fifteen or twenty
Tn the Arctic sea the water is
thousand.
nine thousand feet deep. Then comes a
huge plateau, extending from the coast of
Norway to beyond Iceland in the west,
and to the coast of France in the south,
where the depth scarcely exceeds three
thousand feet. Then comes another deep
valley, after which is another shoal, showing that the bottom of the ocean varies in
a manner similar to the
dry land. There
are various deep channels in which appear
to How currents from the Arctic and Antarctic seas, heading toward the equator to
supply the place of the heated water sent
thence in the Gulf Stream. One of the
most important objects of the Challenger
expedition is to make observations of the
temperature at different depths, and the
direction of the currents, in order to ascertain the course and size of the hot and
cold streams.

ly

George, a very absent minded man,
went the other day to call upon a friend
at his store, and seeing his book-keeper

asked, “Is Mr.-engaged?” The bookkeeper replied, “Alas! lie died last night.”
“Oh, never mind,” said George, “I only
want to see him for a minute.”

The Kennebec Journal publishes this
year, its analysis of the Legislature, with
the appended roll of fame, on which is inscribed the deeds of tlidfce whom the party
have called to its councils. The members
arc classified as follows—
ri'he Senate is composed of 31 members. All
the members are republicans, with the exception of one, who is classed as a ‘‘Jeffersonian re-

republican.

Mount>w, .Iamks, Bangor. Democrat, Unitarian, produce broker, married; age .70. Roru
in Searsinont, Waldo
county; lias resided in
Bangor for the last ton years: edueated in the
and
school's
of that county.* \\ .s
public
private
nine years clerk in the Department of the Interior, Pension Bureau, Washington, D. r.
Richards, Fred E., Kockport. Republican.
Cougregatioualist. merchant, married; age 32.
Born in Lincoluvil e, parents moved to Camden
fourteen years later; received a good common
school education, and at the age of It; was employed as clerk in Kockport. where In* remained

publican”; 11 were formerly whigs, 3 were
democrats, 2 free-soil»*r>. and <1 have ahvay*
been republicans. The oldest member is Sena- until 1**)2, when
being out of health he went to
tor Lothrop of Somerset, who is 71 year- of 1 'alifornia. where In*
remained for two years.
and
the
are
Senators
Luster
of
age,
youngest
Returned home in 180.7, and lias since been enOxford and Emery of Hancock, who are 33 each.
in
gaged
manufacturing lime and in general
Seven of the members

are

between 30 and 40

years of age, eight between 0* and bo. ten between bo and 00, live between 00 and 7o, and
one between 70 and so.
were born
in the State, live out of the State, and seven in
the towns wh'Te they now reside; seven re-

Twenty-six

ceived a collegiate education, four an academical. and twell! \ were educated in the ••people’s
colleges’7 the coinnion schools; twenty-live ha\ e
had legislative experience; twenty-nine arc
married and two arc single. Their profession
or occupation i- as follow
Fanner-, 7; lawyers,-!; merchants, 3; merchant* and farmers,
2; fanner- and lumbermen. 2; physicians, 2;
merchants and lumbermen, 2; editor and lawyer,
; merchant and manufacturer. 1 ; -hipbuilder and lumberman,1; general superintendent. Granite Works I; fanner and cattle broker, 1; manufacturer *0' lumber, l; master mariner, I; tanner. I; hotel keeper. I:—31. Religion: No religious preferences, t; no religious preferences reported. 4: < •»ngregatioiialisi.
I: Free Bapti-t.4; l niver-ali-t, 1: Baptist,:;;
l nitarirn, 2: Orthodox. 2; Episcopalian, 1:
Methodist I; Liberal, l; spiritualist. 1—
'I’ll-' lion-" i- composed of ibl memo-rThere at
lt*3 republicans. 4t‘democrats, t; independent, and 1 liberal, fhe enmpi.er ha- returns from all hut tit'h en ,,f the member*,
of
those from whom complete returns lit* \»• been
receiv ed, the tollow inu fact are gath*T» d ; Thirty-one of the rcpublit an- wer»- formerlv whig-,
13 were democrat-. 3 were abolitionists and 12
wen* always republican*; 3 democrats
were
formerly whigs, I a liberal republican and in
were always democrat-: 1 independent changed irnm a republican and l from a dunoerat.
1 he oldest members are Oaniel Libby of Limestone and Barnabas Burs|e\ of Sangerviile,
who are «;s ea< h. Oaniel Lewi- of ;tip!e\ i>
tiie youngest member, being 23 years of age.
Three ol the members arc between 2U ami 30
years of age, t li irt \ between 3u and in, lifty-two
i*eiwee11 in and ob. thirty-live between .*»(> and
(in, and -ixteeu between cn and 7U.
Fifty-seven
were born in the cities or tow ns they lmw
ropri -ent. and sixty-four in
tic
State.
Fifteen
have reeeix eda collegiate education, thirty-eight
an academical education, and the remainder
were educati d in the common -u district -cliools ;
forty-one ha\< had legislative experience; 117
of the member- are married,
lTotossioii or
occupation—KarimT-, 17_; merchant-. 2'*; iaw-

ciails.
lumbenneu. I: manufacturer*. 3;
fanners and .-toek broker-. 3: teacher- and
farmer.-, 3: insurance agent*. 2: shipbuilder.-,
2; mechanic-. 2; tea.-hers, 2; paper mamilaeturers. 2; hiaek*miths. 2; drugg:-i. I; trader
and farmer. 1; butcher ami cattle broker, l:
marble manufacturer, 1: lmusc ami -hip-imner.
1: house-joiner. 1; accountant, 1; journalist,
1: jeweller, 1: produce broker, 1: -hip-owner
and builder. 1: boot and -hoe dealer. 1 : master
mariner, l; tanner. I; clothier, 1. Religion—
l niver-ali-t. 2o; rongregtitioiialist. IS; Methodist, 12; Bai»ti-t. !*: Liberal,'.'; Ere.
Baptist, s; I nitarian. C; Christian, 2; Fpi*conalian. 2; Roman Catlmlie. 2. >pirituali*t. 2:
Swvdeuborgiau. 1: Rroh-tant. i: Evangelical,
1; Friend. 1; Radical, i; < atliolie. 1; Liberal

mercantile business. Member of the House of
Representatives in 1873. Always a republican.
Gove, Hanson T., Liberty.
Democrat,
liberal in religious sentiment, fanner, married;
age 4*. Born in Liberty; educated at the common
school and Freedom academy.
From
1 *44 to 1*.71 followed the
tishiug business; saw
some pretty
hard time-. In the year of 18f>l
bought the farm oil which he now lives, being
Hie same on which le* w as born. In the autumn
of I*,77. made quite an extended \i-it through
tiie no* ’hem states, \ i-iting 1.7 states. Mas held
the offices of Superintending School Committee.
Town ci»»rk, A->e.-sor. Selectman and Overset
of
*oor and other minor offices.
.«
Alwa\
democrat.
Tiiekston. William .1.. Rockland. R
publican. I* rce Baptist, mechanic, married;
47.
Born in Appleton; attended the common
school. Member of the (Jiry Council of Rockland
for four years past; Orderly Sergeant in i’*th
Me. Reg'1. Democrat previous to *ne w ar.
’Treat
Hiram. Frankfort.
Republic
Methodist farmer. maVricd: age
p.oni
Prospect. Postmaster since i*c»‘i.
YY ki. r, At lit
H s, Y\ aldnhoro'.
1 >- moerie
Spiritualist, shipbuilder, married: age (R. Bom
in \Y aldoboro'; attended school in that town
commenced business tir>t as a shoemaker, aim
then went into trade and .shipbuilding; fort In
last thirty years has been partner in the tirin ot
Reed, W elt 4V ( o., and exclusively engaged m
"liiphuilding and a- ship-owner: lias been in
lcrested in the building of over forty vessels o|
\ari«»us kimb. >ele<*tnnin of'the town: niem
her of the Legislature in l*U2-3.
Formerly

Whig.
YY entwot: t it, .loiiN, Puk-port. Kepubnn, Methodist, house joiner. married; age 3,.
Born in orrington, and moved to Bueksporl in
!*».»; edueated at town schools m Orrington
and at Hampden Academy. St rv. d onboard
ot Selectmen in < M-ringtoii in is.71, and in Bucksport from March 1*<52. to Marc!i l*ff»ff. Mcmb.-r
of the I b.use in 1*73.
Democrat to 1*.7.7. repul.
lican ever since.
Blodrett, Robert
Brooksville.
Republican. Congregationalist. farmer married:
age .74.
Born in Brooksville.
B«>\i:t»AiA.\. Isaac M.. Belfast. Republican,
no religious
]»references reported. in.-uratiee
married; n"e
Born in Is|,-horo’:
reino\,-d to Belfast in ls:;_». and ha- resided
her -inc**. A Hem ltd the common school until
hi years of age; spent the next live \..u> .4
his lit-' between going to sen and a’temling
'♦•hot.I at Belfast Academy; taught school am!
w.-nt to sea by turns for the next live >.*ars.
when owing t«» the pour pay and small encouragement then given to school teachers, he
abandoned that business altogether and routined himself to a sea-faring life, excepting an
occassional rest at home, until !->♦;«;. since then
hip been trying to learn the farming business.
Was a froc-soil democrat until the rebellion
broke out. since then ha- been a republican.
Member of tin* House .»,*' RYpivsentath e- in

•

i; n<> religions pivicivin-e-.
ougivga uoiiai l.st
7: no n ligiuiis preferences reported. GG.
Poli-

tic— Republican,
democrat. 11
eut. G; liberal, 1
1 .">I.

ind**pend-

From the brief biographies
we Select the
following :

Senator.-

—

id

—

.M.. Thorndike. ( Waidoemmty.) iiepiihliean. Free Papti-t. farmer, married; age Is. Porn in Thorndike. ;md cdiieated in the -eliooD of the town and at the n-'iirbboring aeadelilie.-. Always fdloWtd the bllMne-s of farming : ten \ ears one of th
Selectmen
of the town; member of tin- House in lsG'.k and
of the Senate m D7G.
Alw ty a republieaii.
li. K.. lh ifa-t, (Waldo ••ounty.! R*
1 *»» a i.
publican, t migivgatioiialist. lawyer, married,
Con in, .1

age Gs.

v.mi;>

Horn

ill

Palmyra,

som-

r-et count\

;

prepared ai >t. Alban- A«•;i«1«*111\ for admi->il»:i
into the Sophomore e|a—of Powdoiu < oilege.
hut hi- health ha<l heroine -o niueli impain d
that nni.lt r the a.d\ ice of phy-ieiau- he was e >nipelled to abandon a eolli ge course, and alierwarils read law in the office of William Fol-oin,
li-«|.. now "i '-ivowhegan. and sub.-eipientlv
with lion. W. P. Snell, of Washing! >n. D.
Wa- admit led
the bar in Sonier-et count1,
\\ aldo county, and entered upon tile
lllo\e I
e
practice ot ti profe->i<>M m Dbs. (u lsGGrlected ( on nt \ A t. b»r ney of Waldo county, and held
ill* office In. o|,
1
elections f j j | *| x7 I.
\\ rn-iri; M< "-i.-#Vinall)a\vn. (Knox e.,mity.)
Repul* lean, liberal m religion- preference-. general supet intendi'-nt of granite won,-,
married; aged bu».
Porn in l’elham. N. 11.,
and Pillieal* d in the eomnion sehouls; ha- Held
various local town offices, and wa- memb- r of
the Maine Hoii-e of Rcpreseulative- in lsblk and
of the senate in ls7G.
Fp to the time of the
nomiitalioti made at the last democratic national convention in Baltimore, acted with the
deni;., fatie parly; but his view-are in accord
with tho-e ot the republican party of to-day
Witi iM' i;i
\yi:uv II.. Verona, {Hancock
county,
Republican, no religious preferences
reported, farmer, married; age GG. Born in
Verona; formerly devoted the winter season to
teaching school; has been on the superintending .school committee t >r the last twelve years,
and has held all the important town offices; is
Treasurer. Member of the House
now Town
in 1S7G. and of the Senate 1S7G. Always a re
publican.

Fmkry. Livti.n

>

A..

Fllswortli, l Hancock

Republican. <'ongregationalist, lawyer married; age GG. Born ilM armel; graduated at Bowdoin 1'oilege. cla>.- ot *G1.
His
parents removed to Hampden in isGG. After
graduating at ('oilege. studied law in Bangor
with A. W. Paine. Fsq.. and was admitted to
th*' bar in August, !SGG; eonimence.l tlie practice of his profession at FMsworth in October.
county.)

In ]sGl»
|sgg. where he lias ever since resided.
lie cut* red into a law partnership with lion.
<
<
M.
from
btl.
1 Mstriet.
Hale.
the
<»ng.
Fugen*
which partnership still continues under tinstyle of Hale A* Finery. Has been <unity Attorney. City Solicitor of Lll.-worth. member of
the City Couneil, We., and is now Bail Commissioner of Hancock county.

Kr.vr, Frkplrick Bremen, (Lincoln county,) Republican, no religious preferences reBorn in
ported. farmer, married; age blk

Waldoboro'; attemled the common schools.
Has held the office. ofSheriti* of Lincoln county,
and the various town otliees in Bremen: nn*mberof the Legislature in lsbG. Shipmaster from
ls-l t to Iso;;. l>isal>led ill lsbG by an accident
at North Bridgewater, on the Fall Rivet R. R.
Settled in Bremen in lsbG. Formerly a democrat.

The notice of members of the House,
seem t<> In* of interest in this section,
are as follows—
which

McBilvlky. William, S. arspoi-t. Republican, Methodist, ship m\ ner and Imildcr. marBorn in Lineolnville; attended
ried; age blk
tlif t iwii
bool. Member *>f the State Senate
in isG-t-b. and of the House in 1 sbd-bb-TO. Democrat prior to tsbl.
IIaRIU.no, P.ln i. \\
Hampden. Democrat,
religious preferences reported, farmer, married; aged b7. Born in Hampden; educated
in tin* town sehooD; Select man for the past
three years. Whig before the rebellion.
Bumiitta:, William, Deer Die. Democrat,
liberal in religious preference*, married: age
..

no

Ilk
Born at Deer Lde: attended the town
schools, lias been Town Clerk and (’olleetor
of,Taxes; has engaged somewhat in teaching
and farming.

xiif.km\\, Cii.yin \\
Islesboro
Democrat, no religious preferences reported, master
mariner, married; aged t'>. Born in Islesboro’;
attended the town schools. Has been on the
hoard of Selectmen two terms; member of the
in 1X70.
Always a democrat.

Legislature

Mujjn, Nfi.son, North Haven.
ean,

Repuldi-

religious preferences reported,

no

mer-

chant. married; age .‘57. Born in North Haven :
educated in that town. Postmaster from May,
1X88. to .June, 1X07. at which time he resigned.
AVorked on a farm until is years of age, since
which time lias been in commercial business.
Estfs, Jason. Troy. I >emocrat, no religious
preferences reported, farmer, married; age oO.
Born in Troy; educated at the town school.
Has been Justice of the Peace and (Quorum,
and

on

the hoard of Selectmen. Assessors, ami
the Poor.

i>\ erseers ot

Bryant. Samfkl, Rockland
Democrat,
Universalist, marble manufacturer, married;
30.
Born
in
educated
in the
age
Montville;
common and high schools and at an academy.
Came to Rockland in 1X38, and was engaged in
the grocery and provision husinees until 1X03.
Now member of the tirm of Bryant & Cobh,
marble manufaeturers. Mavor of the city in
1X71.
Bartlktt, AA’kstbra II., Hope. Democrat,
Universalist, teacher and farmer, single; age
84. Born in Hope; educated in that town and

vicinity.

Commercial teacher at the age of

twenty, and has since been engaged in teaching
and

farming.

Pixkiiam, Edward A\r., Palermo. Republican, Baptist, farmer, married; age 84. Born
in China; educated in district and high schools
in Palermo and China; was traveling merchant
for fourteen years, and then began the business
AVas Town Clerk three years.
of farming.
Collector of Taxes two years, and on the board
of Selectmen two years/

A

Forgotten Celebrity.

1 From tile Frankfort (tazett*-

rite following advertisement appcarever; now and then in the ( orriere <ii
lorritto—
l.e-son- ill (ionium. Kiigli-h ami Hinteai ian
at moderate rate-. In
I,. Kos-trn.
IH| Strmia Nue\ a.

eivtJJt.

file advertiser i- none other than tin
celebrated dictator of Hungary
He inoiv
almost utterly forgotten, even in
Hungary: lie has grown verv old, and itow so poor that he will
gladly give von
a lesson for a
single franc. This would
seem very humiliating for him. and
yet he
is proud of his poverty, lie savs: •Three
years ago my friends at home in Hiingan
ollered me a present of lilty thousand
llorins. I rejected tile offer.’and never
have regretted it, even when I was him
gry, and had no money to pay for a lire !"
1 had occasion, the other da; to call
upon
him.
I was no stranger to Kossuth
twenty years ago lie had giv< it me, in
Kondon, a great deal ot valuable itiforma
tion for my hook, •■Hungary in Is pi,"
I
found him in a very small room, in the
fourth story ot a dingy old building, lie
sat alone in an easy chair,
poring over an
oltl volume. When I t titered he did not
recognize me. I recognized hint, and wasltocki d. What a change these twenty
years had produced in hi- once hrtltdsnnn
and interesting face! His hair was entirely white, itis cheeks wan and hollow
and Itis eyes utterly dimmed. His form,
once erect and proud, was now painfullv
bent., lie almost groaned as he raised
himself to bid me welcome. He was deep
ly moved when 1 informed him who 1 wa~
His face brightened a-- he w irmly > lasped
my hand.
••( )h,
yes ! oil, yeshe said, in < lerman,
•T know you now
Kverybodv i'orgetme; no one calls upon me: no one ca remore
for
me
Why -Inuild I rememalty
ber those who once were my friends?"
To this ] objected. I asked hint how he
could he forgotten when hi- friends in
Hungary wanted him to return to ids native country, and take again an active
Kossuth smiled very
part in it- affair-

bitterly.

“Oh, yes.' lie said, “return to Hungary
dishonored, with an oath of allegiance to
the Hapsburgs who murdered my friendand kinsmen, and who set a price upon
1 am neither a |)cak nor a:
tny head.

Attdrassy

I asked him how lie got along.
he said, -adly, “were my good
children and my poor wife alive yet, l
would be happy, even in my old age and
poverty. Kill, they are all d ad. and 1 am

“Well,"

very lonesome! That i- what renders my
exile here, where people are so kind to
It would be no bettei
me. so distressing
in Hungary. 1 have no kinsfolk any w here
blit in the New World."
■■Why, then, not goto America again,
where your name is still revered?'’ I ventured to say.
“Oh!” he replied, I have often been
sorely tempted to go back to the l uited
States but there are two obstacles in the
way. In the first place it would cost more
money than 1 have to spare; and next. 1
am almost sure that in my piosent enfeebled condition 1 would be unable to beat
the sea voyage.”
All this was very melancholy, and I
hastened to change the subject id our eon
vernation. 1 showed him the proof sheetof the chapter or Andrassy m my new
work on Austria, lie put on his spectacles, and holding the paper in his trembling hand, read carefully what 1 had
written. Meanwhile I had time to look
around in the room.
Against the rear
wall stood a narrow', plain bed. On tic
walls hung portraits of Mazzini, llixio
Kisz, and strangely enough of Louis Xu
poleon. On the book-shell, bv m\ side I
noticed Victor Hugo’s “Annee Terrible."
Kinglake’s “Crimea,” and tenor twelve
well-worn grammars. On a table, close
to the bed, lay a loaf of bread and a plate
of dried meat. To my dismay i found
that my glancing round the room had attracted Kossuth’s attention.
“You,” lie said with a smile, “you see
for yourself now that I am very poor; and
yet, when I left Hungary in "is lit, I was
charged by all the mean organs of the
llapsburgs with having enriched mysell
at my country’s expense. l)o you know
what my whole income was last year?
Within a fraction of eight hundred lire 1"
(Less than twro hundred dollars.)
1 shook my head sorrowfully. He told
me what he
thought of the chapter on
Andrassy, gave me plenty of valuable and
interesting information on the subject, and
then dismissed me, saying that it was
time for one of his pupils to make his appearance.
“What’s the matter there, Alice? Don’t
your shoes tit?” “No, papa, they don’t tit
me at all,” replied the little one; “why,
they don’t even squeak w hen I go out to
walk.”

Maiuo
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legislature.

Jav U. Sr.xATK,
A large portiifli df
(lie day was occupied by Mr. Burgess Irom
THURSDAY, JANUARY 22, 1X74.
I lie Committee on Senatorial votes, who
reports that the returns as submitted to j 1*1 llMsill.!) EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
—11Y—
them were very irregular. In fifteen of
the districts there seems to be no doubt
WILLIAM II. SIMPSON.
to the re-nilt.
In the loth District
alone was there
LOITOi: AND PROPRIKTOll.
an
as
to
any question
election. As reported to your committee
Srns< ini’TioN Tkkms.
In mh met1, $2.00 a year;
the vote from this county was as follows: within the year, $2.50; at the \piration of the year,
Whole number of ballots east 4402 : dames $:ux».
Advkktisin., Tkkms. For one square, (one inch
M Collin had 2311 votes, Enoch K. llovlc of length in column,) $'.25 for three weeks, and 25
A fraction of a
cent fur each subsequent insertion.
H.
John
Ilarmon
'135,
2065, Joseph
full one.
square charged as
E ilcr 20.32, Scattering 10.
The Constitution specifies that “The
/i o v M. Pkti.ni.!1.1. & Co., 0 State St., Boston,
Senate shall determine who are elected and
Park How New York, are our authorized
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
Agents
a
of
votes to be senators in
by majority
advertisements.
each district.” Now it is evident that a
/£.<)'>• R. Nti.t-.s. No. 0 Tremont Street, Boston, is
ole is not
always equal to a ballot, and agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
while 3 person may receive a
majority of and orders are always recognized.
votes he may not have a majority of bal^GKO. I*. Kowkll & CO., 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
lots—the one shows the number of per- the
lowest ratcs. Their orders will receive prompt
sons
voting, the other shows the number attention.
of persons for whom
Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
they voted, and in is J8Sf*IlouArt*.
an authorized Agent for the Journal.
our view the Constitution
clearly recognizes the difference.
Administrators, ExKrrroRS and Gr.utniAXS
The question then is, did either of the desiring their advertisements published in the .Jourcandidates voted for receive a majority of nal will please so state to the Court.
votes as expressed on the ballots cast in
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
this district iJ The whole number of votes
to which
paper- changed, must state the Post Office
tor different persons as above was 8573 the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.
ast on 4402 ballots; the district is entitled to two Senators, consequently the
4KS*Batf.s & Lot’Ki:, 54 Park Row, New York,
only way to arrive at the approximate are authorized agent- Tor procuring advertisements
mmber of the votes would be to divide for the Journal.
the whole number cast
to take notice of the
by two, giving the
Subscriber-' are
number as 4287, a majority of which dan outlie coloredrequested
slips attached to the paper. It
used. For instance,
now
of
is
onlv
form
the
receipt
must he
necessary to elect. The result 15 Ma\ 74’ means that
the subscription is paid to that
would be as follows:
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
■

Whole number of votes
Vecessarv for a choice
lames M. Oofliu Inis
Enoch K. Boyle
aim N. Hannon
4us,.|0i It. Killer
s*

uttering

Amt

Janies

Boyle, having

.11

(olhn

a

majority

changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
REIJUES1 ED III SEE III A 1 I'll EIR DATES ARE

he

4287
2144

u :i-

2311
2155
2065
2032
10
ami hnoelt K.
of votes east,

elected.
Il"t si
B\ Mr. Bryant
Petition
Henry Marshall et als.. inhabitants

CORRECT.
forward the

and Cushing, asking to be set
ll tr.mi >aid towns and incorporated into
plantation by themselves. Referred to
tb<
Committee on Division of Towns.
Also petition of
Ceorge W. Kimball et
Athat the per diem and traveling lees
I the
County Commissioners of the Count.i "f Knox may he increased. Referred
to Knox Countv
Delegation.
D.
By Mr. Richards Petition of l
II iti erspoon et als., of
Kagle Island Plancn on, for an
appropriation to re-imburse
I

Headship

to

OFFICE

Shall the Gooso bo Plucked?

The recommendation made by Governor

Dinglev,
cerning

inaugural

in his
tin-

raising of

message,

con-

for tlie

reserve

State hv oilier means than direct

taxation,

attr.ietiiig public attention.

A resolu-

i<

tion ha-

already

been

adopted for the ap-

pointment ol a Tax Commissioner to
investigate and report upon tlie subject,
and that position lias been filled by the
appointment of lion. A. \Y. Paine of BanI'iie appointment of this gentleman
gor.
n oiiev
]iaid l>y them for military purposes, guarantee:, that the subject will be freely
lieti rred to ( ommittee on Claims.
and fairly investigated, and that an intelBy Mr Mullen—Petition of F. N. Smith ligent. and valuable report will result.
and 7-' others,
asking legislation to le- What the legislature may do in tlie premiof the town of North
galize certain
—

doings

Hnveu. Roferreil to Committee on Legal
Affairs.
Lin. Li, Hot si:
Mr. Williams introduced the following: Ordered, that the
eighth rule of this House be, and is hereby amended by adding to the list of committees therein provided for, another committee. to he entitled the Committee on
Ways and Means."
1'iie order was then passed, and the
speaker appointed as the Committee.
Messrs. 'Williams, Milliken, Reed Metiilit.v, ( Mill. Hal] and Welt.
tin motion of Mr Crowell, Ordered,
1 hat the Committee on
Legal Reform innuire into the propriety of so amending
-ee
11 of chap. l.'M of the Revised Statutes iu relation to the
compensation allowed attorneys defending persons on
trial lc r capital offences, so that
specilie
amounts he allowed them
by law. instead
of leaving it to the discretion of the
court as the statute now reads.
By Mr. Campbell—Remonstrance of
Warren Leighton et als., of the town of

in most cases.

ses, remains to be seen.

Taxation,
every

considered

as

that part

of

mail's income which is taken for de-

fraying the expenses of the government,
is a matter of great public importance It,
began with the oldest form of government. and will continue to the latest--in

all its forms and mutations a sore subject,
Death and
bill one which must be met.
the lax-gatherer cannot be avoided. And
while it is the exaction which grinds tlie
most
irely in absolute governments, it is
the one which the people in all free governments. or those which approach freedom. watch with tile most jealous care,
aindicating the encroachments of arbitrary power it is in t the holder of tlie

\\ ashixgton, March itotli, lsot.
Dear Sir— Mr. Archibald Roano, for the last
six or seven years a clerk in the Attorney General's Office.’desires from me a letter of introduction to you, and lie desires it not in the view
or anticipation of administrative favors; but
that he may have the honor of your personal
intercourse.’ Of this, I take pleasure in assuring you, he is eminently worthy. A Southern
man bv birth, family aiid affection, lie has carefull studied and ably discussed in Mr. De Bow's
Review and other Southern works, the lamentable events which have been gradually undermining, and have at length overthrown the
American Union.
Whilst a practical man, he is also a ripe and
accomplished scholar, with predominate literary
tastes and habits. In the discharge of his official duties he has combined in a singular degree,
the purest integrity and most enlightened intelligence, with modest contentment in his lot,
having more than once declined offices of more
conspicuous employment in the public service.
He now resigns his present office from sentiments of devotion to that which alone he can
feel to be bis country, namely, the Confederate
States, from one of which (Texas) he was ap-

1 most heartily commend him as a gent leman
and a mail, to your confidence and esteem, and
1 am. with the highest consideration.
Your Obd’t Servant,
(CrsniXG
lion. .Tefi'erson Davis. President of the Gmederate States.
.Simultaneously with the withdrawal of

unequivocal

relating

Referred

to

County Delegation.

Mr. Morrow—Petition ol Benjamin
Parker et als of Bangor, for an act for
the suppression of Masquerade balls and
parties. Referred to the Judiciary Com-

By

corresponding

of (arms and real estate

generally. There’s
little doubt that this can be effected, with
entire justice to all tax payers, and to public

satisfaction, without detriment

to the
But the change
Senate, Jan. 17.
No quorum being should not be made without full investipresent, the Senate adjourned on motion gation. and a full consideration of the inof .Mr. Carrot Sagadahoc.
t a-est to fie affected.
The following table
House, Jan. 17
Ordered, That the shows the sources from which
nearly eight
< 'ommittee on
Legal Affairs, be instructed I millions of the revenue
of Pennsylvania is
to inquire into the
expediency of amending
re
j, of chap. 07 of 1 lie revised sta otes, derived—
in relation to the
power of Judges < Pro- Lands;.
$83,033 «
:H
bate, so that the appointment of guardians Auctiuu cumniissiuns.
commissions.
Notary
public
7,450 00
for minors may be transferred to an ad- Tax on bunk stocks
288,148 00
i oining county, when the Judge of Probate l ax on corporation stocks.
1,415,027 III
personal property
541,507 01
in tin county wherein such minor resides, Tax on
Tax on loans
088,332 33
i
interested in the estate of such minor. Tax on net earnings or income. 440,280 20
797,750 45
N othing of importance being before the Tax on gross receipts
Tax on enrollment of laws.
30,000 oo
house an adjournment was had
until Tax on logs.
l,509 00
on tonnage
Tax
at
2
o'clock
P.
JV1.
94
285,370
.Monday
Tax on coal
330,353 91
House, Jan. 19. By Mr. Bailey—Peti- Commutation
of tonnage tax.
113,117 22
tion of tiie selectmen of Newcastle and Tax on writs, wills, deeds, &e.
23,000 uo
Noblehoro". for an act relating to the pro- Tax on certain officers. 10,723 89
Collateral inheritance tax
327,373 S9
tection of alewives in Damariscotta river. Tavern licenses
321,332 73
Retailers’licences. 424.974 89
Keferred to Committee on Fisheries.
circus,
Theatre,
ice., licenses.
By Mr. Wentworth of Bueksport—Peti- liillard rooiti, .bovUiug-saloom:, and ten- 5,121 74
tion of A. Colby and 27 others for an act
pin alley licenses. 10.452 94
beer house, and restaurant
to incorporate the
Bueksport Water Com- Eating-house,
licenses.
42,105 02
pany. Keferred to the Committee on In- Pedlers’ licenses.
2,830 38
mittee.

amount of the revenue.

The Maine Woman Suffrage Association will held a Mass Convention at Granite hall, in the, city of Augusta, on Tuesday evening, Jan. 27th, and Wednesday,

day and evening, January 28th.
W.

Higginson

...

..

....

..

..

terior

Waters.

Brokers’ licenses.
Patent medicine licenses.
Distillery and brawery licenses.

1 he Journal relates how a smooth-apyoung man called at, the First National Bank, Augusta, and desired to exchange a hundred dollars in small bills for
a hundred-dollar note.
Cashier Boothby
refused. The man then went to the Granite
Bank with the same request. Cashier
Johnson passed out a national bank note
ot one hundred dollars.
The stranger
a ked if lie
couldn’t give him a hundred
dollar greenback,
just as well as the bank
note; the cashier saitl the note lie had
given him was just as good, unless he
wanted it for a special
purpose. Well, he
did want it for a special
purpose, it would
be a great accomodation,
etc., but in the
midst of the business, and while the talk
was going on, the fellow
manipulated the
previous note given into a hidden corner
of his pocket, while lie shoved towards
the cashier the small bills, and received
the one hundred dollar greenback, thus
receiving two hundred dollars for one
hundred. Mr. Johnson, discovering his
loss, caused the rascal toj be arrested,
when the fellow disgorged his plunder,
pretending it was a mistake.

pearing

A

Pittsburg

man went

recently, and asked for
Soothing Corn."

into

a can

a

grocery store,
of
Winslow’s

Millers’s licenses
insurance companies .......
Premiums on charters..

..

Foreign

Pamphlet laws..,
Annuity for right of waj.

Refunded cash
Fines and penalties.
Fees of public offices.
Sale of public property
Cases of conscienceAlleghany Valley Railroad Company, interest on bonds
Accrued interest..
..

..

Total

...,

Some of 1he.se
unknown in

sources

10,730
3,875
8,« 09
4,4%
353,490
08,303

98
91
47
$4
78
70
714 07

10,000 00
3,715 70
4

00

19,081 57
100

00

940

00

87,500 00
4,297 97

$7,076,723 20

of revenue are

State, and some are nearly so—among the latter are “cases of conscience.” A11 income tax we should be
sorry to see adopted. It is so inquisitorial,
our

and so repugnant to a free citizen to have
officials spying and prying into his means
of living, to see what amount he has, that
it would be unpopular to the last
degree.
The tax on logs we hope means a tax on

and other

Col. T.

distinguished

speakers Ironi abroad will address the
Prominent gentlemen, of
Convention.
both political parties, residing in this State,
have also consented to take part in it« deliberations.

..

..

Believing

that the admission of

women

citizenship would greatly promote
the cause of public morality and good
government, and that it. would be an act
to full

of

justice due

chised

to the class that is disfran-

account of no crime or natural

on

disability, they cordially invite till persons
who sympathize with their purposes, to
meet and consult as to the means to be
in

employed

securing

proper legislative

action.
A Washington correspondent, calls our
attention to an item in the Camden Herald of two weeks ago, which said that information had been furnished that paper
of a woman in Washington, who recently
gave birth to triplets—having previously
given birth to two pair of twins, in three

years. The latter, our correspondent says,
is true, hut the former is somewhat conjectural and prospective. "We shall see
what

we

see,” in about four weeks.

CHAPTER IV. (1805.)
For several years before 1805 the

cows

dations of the place in 1805.
There are lew, probably, of these who
now designate the Beach as Ruddle Dock
who are aware that a portion ot the

sentence the irons w ere replaced upon his
wrists. lie sent an ollieer to the editor of
this paper, who was present, asking to see
him. Ills object w as to sav that the Jour-

Sentence of (John T. Gordon.

the wharf accommo-

The hist scene ill Lho Gordon tragedy, so
l'ar as the Court is concerned, took place
in the Court House in this city on Tuesday
afternoon, when .Fudge Dickerson pro-

nal had been hard upon him in its comments. and he hoped it would he as favor-

interest much more generally than was the location did not overlook the fine
feared and expected. Some who cannot
spring that gushed from its side near the
pay gave previous notice of the fact and foot of the hill.
made provisions to sustain their credit. Of
There were but two roads passing thro1
seventeen companies whose coupons were the
village; the road leading from Little
redeemable at one office, the Farmers’ River to flic Narrows, a
of which

portion

Loan and Trust Company, only two failed had been laid out and
accepted as High
to meet the issue with cash.
Some roads street, and the road leading from Sandy
fail to come to time only because of the Beach to Greene Plantation and thence to
panic and money stringency. Altogether, Davistown. a portion of which had been
about 115 roads arcJn default of their in- laid out and
accepted as Main street.
terest. many of which are good and will
the
same roads now known as
were
They
be sure to redeem themselves hereafter. the
Northport and Belmont roads, save
Present aspects give assurance that rail- that the innumerable “kinks” in them
road credit has reached the lowest point
and will pick up directly. The disbursements of funds in New York will be felt
also outside.

have been

and the

taken

decidedly

out from time to time,
crooked made compara-

tively straight.
For illustration take a portion of the Belmont road; it ran very nearly on its present course trom the village until it reached

and other timber cut up the river and
rafted down was floated into the d( ok.

where it lay sate from storm and freshet
until needed for use.
After the dam
went down the water still continued to
come in as before, and on that locality the
buys of 1805, and for years after, found
their best skating ground.
Belfast
seven

There

was

hills,

not, like Rome, built

were

in 1805, and for years after,
such elevation

points in the village of
that they were called hills.
live

On Main St.,
there were Wilson's Hill, not called by
that name until Mr. Wilson erected his

house in fsufl, Crosby’s Hill, on the summit ut which Mr. Crosby's house stood,
and tlie Hobbs

roads
.Maine

on

side, and the Boston an 1
An impression i;
the other.

one

rectly reported.
Gordon

is. from W ilson's
Hill to the foot of Main street.
At the
now

foot of that hill, which, steep as it now is.
was then terribly steeper, after pa dug

thirty rods of gradually descending
ground, came Crosby's Hill : some ioea of
some

the

height

of it may he

gathered

inspection of the underpinning

from the
of

the

house which remains where it was sixtyeight years ago, and. which whet laid
was about live feet above the level of the
From that point there "a- a rapstreet.
idly descending grade until tin Hobbs
house was reached, and thence a steep de
scent to the beach.. The boys of 1874,
who think that the coasting down the
Wilson Hill

is

lirst-rate," have Ini' little

conception of tile luxuri of coasting as
enjoyed by the hoys of IsiVi, who started
their sleds on the top of Wilson’s Hill,
and with but slight diminution of speed,

brought

up

in the dock

days

meant

on

Sandv Beach

;

sometimes

"Clear the coast!" in those
something worth looking out

for.
On High street was Field's Hid. so
called after Mr. Field erected hi in n o in
1807. which lias now become almost nblit

removed to Thomaston on
Ollieer Marden, ot the

General ties.

Liberty Hilling-, formerly of < hina, has just
been elected Preddeut of the Florida Senate.
Mi-somi pay-a

man

precede the Declaration of 177G, and an
of the plan ot the great commemoration to take place at Philadelphia
in 1876. Mr. Kimball, who is one of the

unfolding

Commissioners having charge of the affairs
of the Centennial, makes valuable suggesal exposition of arts and industries then to
take place. The lecture, which is spoken

of

ve.ry interesting and valuable, Mr.
Kimball will deliver when requested,
as

anything. The new method, if it shall be
adopted, will be only a another way of charging only necessary

expenses.

s.‘»,OO0

bugs and stick pin- through

year!'* collect

a

’••m.

had hi- salary iu-

Rockland’s Mayor harrea-ed to s.'»()u.

brief conference with him When Judge
The Maine Historical -oeiety will hold a
Dickerson came in he ordered the prisoner meeting at the State capital eurlv in February
or the last of tins month.
to be removed outside the bar.
With tic
ption of Mount Washington.
Col. Fogler. County Attorney, then ad- Milwaukee ha been the coldest place reported
dress the Court—May it please your Honer to tin -iirnal oilier during the recent frigid
At the October term of the Supreme Judi- spell.
train on a Pennsylvania
A i.-n -topped
cial Court John T. Gordon was found railroad her
b..ib -il iking tile trigger that put
t.t -he will never stop
guilty of the murder of Emma A. tiordi n. on tin air-bra!
another.
Amotion fora new trial was over-rnied,
tic1 1’ii-t National
Ai Brook-.
'in r
and the exceptions tiled have been withRank ot Lewiston. ha- been dele ted in a-w
drawn. In tlii‘ absence of the Attorney tein of appropriable i > intet. -ton note- di• outlied at tin- b
lik.
General, I move that sentence lie proTin* third tret1 .t Hlbridg. « liced, f.*r th
nounced.
murder of Uav, at Mcdsvas, will ue ui at tieThe Clerk directed the prisoner to stand
h
i*al « ’out
February tern
a

up and receive sentence.
Judge Dickerson John
what

have

you

to

s:i\

why

l.

There i- a lady residing in Parkman who i
vet on the sunny si-1.* ot forty-three, whose
1 hi-lads
fourteenth luld i--iv m*»nfIt- old.
lias never had tsvin- «»r lriolel

Cordon,

-rnioiue

of

circumstantial evidence lias woven a wvbabont
me.
Witnesses have sworn falsely.
xmndoubt Ini." been raised whether there i- ;i e, r
tain man named Creene. Then* i" such a man.
and In* has been seen by moiv than myself, lb
was seen on the 7th day of June, talking with
I might go hack
me, and by more than one.
over years past, and give a review of matter"
between my brother and his wife. There were
but few words of discontent between us. nor
between bis wife and myself. In regard to a
certain young lady w ho bad received letters regarding myself. The letters were brought in
to prove a motive.
She says frankly that tinletters did not change her mind in the least.
Xo motive was prove,1.
I should like a new
tiial, but have not the means to get it. There
i" new evidence and proof enough for a new
trial. I could "how that a great mistake ha~
been made.
All my past life has been distorted
to the greatest extent.
Kvvn after tin- murder,
the little boy is reported to have -aid to the
trad
for
Cuele John to strike
11
was
too
nurse,
papa and mamma.” When a*ked liovv he knew
that he did, he said. "Idn-le Alphot.su told me
so.*'
This was published in the papers, with
the last part left oil*. Prejudice against me ballad much to do with the result. If you feel to
give me a sentence of death. I must receive it.
hut before (iod 1 am innocent. Time will show
a great mistake.
1 dont know that I have any
more to say.
Judge Dickerson then proceeded b> pr«>liounee

Bangor.

in

Hill,

Cromer

w'as

Wednosduv, by
prison.

where! death should not he pr< nouneed upon \ mi
the Hobbs or < 'renter house stood, the loThe prisoner replied :
cation of which was given in a previous
i have ,t few word- which I would like to
chapter. There was not then the gradual say if permitted to. i am not guilty. :11111.»uU
or

great deal is being said in this region
concerning the quarrel between the con- Hemlock Hill, where Mr. John Whitmore
solidated 1 astern and AJaino Central raildescent that there
now lives; the hill derived its name from
A

on

but she came within two of it.

able as possible in future. He w as assured
that wlmt had taken place would he cor-

the sentence of the law

as

fol-

lows;
John True (Jordon :
At the <k-tober term of
I he Sin feme Judicial <’ourt. held in this county
in I'Ok von was indicted, tried and eonv ieted
of the murder of l-imma A. (Jordon, on the -i\teenlli day of June last.
I'he crime for which
you si-tnd e.inv iet is that of murder in the tiiM
degree, which, under our statute, is punishable

s\i!l i-e train, hut
Truth el’ll' 111 d !•» ai"
dolm Truth of Wi-eon-m. vho had a -aw log
roll user him last sse.-k. wail m-M r ri- to gather v-uind tin* family In-arth-tom*.
I lie

•

ported

<

on-l

article
It is to he

nian.

the

»hio

an

!

iiu ionai
eonl'e*

•

■

m

y«nil ion

-utfrage

iilnnited to

ha-

re-

>n yyo-

di-triet vote ot

people.

W -tern women aiv
iiiinhliiir terribly he
eau-.* the manag'd
of thagricultural fairdon'tgiVe at least a Seat nolle.• when tlleV o|
I'er pri/e- for the finest Iciini
>

S. Houghton. I‘...ston, wa
fin* lor.' ot
hurued on Friday, with a total lo-s of building
l ie Tivmont street portion of tin*
and *■■?«*.‘!\.
Parker hou-<* ss a in :*r« at danger but wa -as'.*

Th. pretiie-i m-ss i'i
-•nine -as tin* prettiest
in Washington, thi- sear, is the wife ot
in*w Senator, l>.‘i
>!e
a spauish-look
ing beauty, ss ith ver long l aek lashc-. dark
ami
-lnaiI.
'ids
rather
eyes,
tiguiv
woman

the

The Free Pie-- Uielllioii ;|- a noteworthy
that < apt. John 11 Ihrook oi Rockland,
has been ina-ter ..i a s --i I :;»1 year-, and hanever lost a vessel or damaged one under his
command to the amount of -/goo.
fact

:

Mr. and Mr-. Frank Redman, oil ap Rozier.
Brook.-ville. ha\e had horn to them twenty-uin
children, -ixteeii of whom are now li\ im That
will remain tin* champion big family until the
returns come in limn the hack town-.
V. rk gangs of burglar- irate, whole companies i»< ing raked at "tier
It look- i.s if a large
the
nf
part
di-engaged population yven* improving the yy inter in burgh. *. ion- industry.
Tin* capture of N.

going

ui

.1

.u

sy

unexampled

.' ho had been opmm and ucriimir
lateil a large amount
ini-reliam-ou- uni valua!»ie property. and svh.. yya*iv .*apturvd on Tues-

Among a gang *f burglarerating in >yraeu-e f.u -omday

la-t.

H•

sva- om*

-es.

a

prominent Sunday

School teacher and religious yvorker.

A' the ur.iuai n eh’.
<.f the Portland, Banwith death.
Ma Ida- '-leainboal
gor A
ompanv, held in
I’he report of y our trial now before he t ourt
d
oi directors ss a- rePortland. :he oul !»• ai
shows that you availed yourself of the Immaue
W.
I
elected.
sviih
Milliken,
President, an t
the
size
of them was a
nied Ids master, was
road;
provisions of the law in your favor, hi respect
Win. .'he--, i'i, i-uTh.- line ha- been very
lei impannelliug a jury, summoning and paying
consideration.
the
now
which
hill
has
ceased
to
in
I
land poultry -how, but did not arrive
exist; yd
sn.j, the witnesses in
Beyond
point
sueei--Iul durin : tin* | a-t v. ar. '.saving increasyour behalf, the assignment ot
to tin- amount of sis.ouu.
know'll as Belmont Corner, the roads were and for some years later, it was o much counsel, and the right to testify in your own ed iP busim
A schooner of doll tons is to be built
<
l
iln American -hip Tri
but little more than “bushed out, passa- of an elevation that a person standing ease. It further appears from that report that
apt
iapdiari
at Jack- a wife. Florida, under charge of
you was defended by able counsel, and bad a
i\.
a
h itdsoii,< te timuiiial.
Moumaiii.
ble
m the summer for travellers on foot
full
and
trial.
Thorn-!,
foot
i;
between
the
of
andNe,
protracted,
impartial
midway
for gallant and humane conduct in taking from
11. 11. Carter, formerly ofthiscity
Shipthere wa- is* positive evidence of your guilt, the
Loch
and
Farm
in the winter, iiiith’s corner, could barely disc.-ru the
-hip
or. horseback only, but
taking to Fuglund
yet the facts attendant upon the commission «'| eiginy-iise oi tin -ur isiu:
building i ■miething new in that locality.
pa cte/cr- amt
imafter snow fell, for sleighs- pangs, rather top of a man's hat sitting on Imr-e nek in the clillle and subsequent eiivum-tallee
e |*i' SS
f l l|e \ iiie dll Has.
Tin- Pro-ideal has nominated for Chiet
connected theivwiti). including voiir
mediately
-ami sleds.
front of the house latch occupied b\ ( up- own art" and declarations, were •>■ iinueroii".
st;. Dunn ha'iiti:-; d ssdh Mr
Hanson
Justice Morri-on 1!. Waite, of Toledo,
tain James Miller, deceased. So late as varied, consistent, independent corroborative of Less i-loii f. r the S\ ulss u’k ol the eutt‘MI
On
the
side
ol
the
river
there
Ohio, lie i- a man of excellent reputation,
mill at \\ ate! lie.
Flu -;>m. ami t>i n k yvorl
of cadi other, and all pointing in the "aim* diiv-c
easterly
1814 it was so much of a hill that people lion, and were so
conclusively established by yven* eoniraete.', for ..un time- -imr I in- mill
was a road from Half-way-creek, the forma good lawyer, but by no means an emwill
eon
credible
w
itm-. a
d
liferent.
tain
pM.uoo
and
j.indie- and the « -timat. I
gathered there for better observation of to excludeintelligent
er dividing line between Belfast end Proscost of t In* eUterpl i
'.oO.UUO.
inent one
every theory of your innocence, and
the British frigate as she hove in ight on remove all rational doubt of your guilt.
as far
A y o1111:■ inan i* 1 inly .*1 nimh-l ;ilmean-.
westwardly as the
It’s a pitx that Coy. Itingley. in re- pect, extending
I'lie
ease
is
an
autliorital
iv«
verdict
in
your
her way from Castine to Belfisi. For tieMi
!•
Utinill, formerly >*t Maine, Im;
Weseott Stream, passing Fish Cove on the
-auction of the eonclusiv em-ss of eircmnstaill ial
n,*w
Ma--a* ftn-ett-. w
commending the tax commission, JiJ not
• >1 a
i■ 111.-11
inpri
few
still left who can remember lhy;e hillev id, lice. \\ hell t lill" pit•■-ellted. an I all
in pled ie
the greater portion of which came
!i. .|ii.,.1 -s.Mill ...
lew ,1a
ago ;it
u-r;
also aint at one for reducing State txpon- way,
refutation ,| the charge -o oli. n maitc, a lie
as they were more than -i\l\ year age.,
«.|.l ami « * eiu iae Pa, hrlnr him Iiv-i<l<nt ol
one hand, by a morbid incredulity. that
ui) to the statute requirements; that is it
jui»,
.Montreal for aboil! fort \
v,
ses. Such an overhauling i- sully needed.
whose eyes hav watched them crumbling will not. and. m Hie other. by a -iekly "• nliwas “sate and convenient for travellers.”
to
c.n
iet a
that
not.
Mel ill A <
mentality,
they otiglit
r.. I>.
•! l» oiiai i-. oil a have
after
before
the
onward
can
find uofliing worth printing That the road on the eastern side was in away year
-We
year
person charged w it!i murder in tin- In -I dear,
ili-l laimethal a till, i ai kent ille ,»f h;o toll
upon circumstantial evidence alone. Ii nior
(i ramula.'
blirlheu, eallt-.i 11.•
fill- i- the
concerning tin' great hen cmiveutim at a more advanced stage than those on the stride of improvement, until the\ ire o\i-r
t
ot
volume"
ill
In(ii
scrim-peaks
prai-'c
lhii<i
ihi> firm ha- 1*11111 ihi -eason. Mi
lost to mortal vi-don, tln-r i ; ‘mating
Portland. For some reason the biddies of western will not seem
nearly
uii"Werv ing lidclity and fear
I'..
Sorris
o.
judgment.
ami
other
h
oniim-mvil w ork on
strange when it is
u- ami
-ehooii,-i .-t
tonthis v icinity and their husbands didn't at- remembered that it was on that side that melancholy satisfaction in tin- idleclioii less indeneiideliee of tile jllfie" who rende. it. bark "I
•uich M-rdiet-. t(io. an- an index of the high
amt an gi ll mg .*nt fi aim
1 »r
h; i ,.f V>(I al t
that there are stln-r. in!! to which tln-\ moral tone <*t tin- comnuinitv in w Itich
tend.
are
:.nu
a
.*1
-ehoollel
|o||
they
the large majority of the early settlers
the lulls rendered, and ar< might id far, for the prcv« oI’he Portland Argus heads its report located and made improvements; there, can still "lift up their eyes
>n l»« lay a
mu
-f |! in
a In j*> of S\\
ties Woi l
t.oii of Cl ime than -catfold, gibbet or guillotine,
from whence eometli their help."
nee they
mure the certainly of ..mii"hun nt.
ing upon Hi,- I ‘oi 1: a. I A i»g,l< u-l»utg R-.iilroint
ot the lien convention with its old cam- in their judgment, was the site of the
city
which, when it so speedily follow
the eoni- ul.ove l j.ip, I ’> 1111« I'. a 1111 ni I r a 11 into u ouhi
Jin a nnei allusion to two other notluissioii of the otlenec. i-; the bulwark of itidi- rel when one <*f iheiu ,lr*-\\ a knit ami -tahhe.t
Travellers from this
paign rooster. The first glance gives the then in embryo.
another through th<- ha el; pen, t rat in g'the heart.
able
V .dilal seeurit V and public or. le 1‘.
localities
un
Main
street
this
rliapter
impression that a Democrat: victory has place to Bangor, as late as Bill, went over
I'll,- Ilian «iie<I in t:;nti \
I Ii.- inuitierer \\ e
Tin trial in your east* illustrates t Ik wi-dom
will
anil
il
close,
with
all
further
mention
been realized somewhere.
a rrosl *•« l,
this road as the most eligible route, class<>l the statute allowing the accused to I>.• a w itof the streets ami building-' -landing on iu
in his own behalf, and the soundness of the
(oil. I lull! ing! *n elite,| al the ntliee of lh»
Thomas A Pike, of Portland, is charg- ing the Fern at Bucksport and thence to
IP
i-!. >■. with an
them ill bSa">, unless it be ineideiilallv. roust met ion put upon the statute by the court M i'MIehun \
pen jack
on
the
eastern
bank
of
the
Penobwhich makes the refusal of the accused b. testi- knife, la-I w
ed with murdering hi- vv ife during a drunk- Bangor
to set! I< a
itl .litti. ult\ with
The land at the corner of .Main ami I limvli fy, a circumstance proper for the consideration the ink—lingei who
pi.-i.|,-s ,,\,r that sheet,
scot.
en spree, by throwing her violently down
a
streets, where the store ot Mr Alden 1> of liie jury, in connexion with the other evi- lint lie happeiie.l io
lighting man, an.l he
dence in tile ease, in determining tie ii \enli. ;. poll I'e, l three ol- four bottles of I hl'llKl-' bill, k
tlio
She was
as
ami rupturing a blood vessel.
termini,
Having given
anciently Chase stands, and for several rods in the That statute thus construed is an
*
in-i o\
r hi
a—ailau! ml then nibbed it in with
important
young and handsome, but bad a hard rep- designated, of the two roads passing thro’ rear "of it, and half, at least, of the width strumentality for the discovery of the truth, be ati oltie. -tool
lluntin ton wa- enliivls -atithat tin guilt or innocence of the accused, and li. -I.
this \ illage, it may not he amiss to add a
utation.
of that portion ot Church street, was then renders it more dilliculty to cou\ iet the innoMl
III" *llip *11. ill1 ItmikeN (*f t lie Wi-.-asset
—A correspondent ask s if tin law cre- few words in the way of interpretation or a
cent, and easier to eonviei the guilty than it v.,
quagmire; on the site ol the Kepnbliean under the rule- of evidene. e,-inSli’-hed
b, ih
.‘ail, «.ii Tile »lay last. w a* locked into one of tin
11- by a prisoner named Millard K. Oliver,
ating tin; collection district ol' Belfast does definition. Greene Plantation was the Journal building, in which thi- goe- to common law.
not require the Collector of Customs to re- name by which the territory embracing
You chose to eiieoiinter tin* danger .f i. n- n ho | II ie i; 1 y |,»-ei| tile ,i *r of til, eel 1 Upon til,press, grew Mags, of tlm species producing
fying, rather than run the ri>k »f refusal; but turnkey and -lippd tin* l.oll. He then unlock
side at Belfast. It does. But since the ap- the towns of Belmont, Morrill and Nearsl tii«‘ .1 ail door. I e-s.-d ..ill, l., k d the door,
cat-tails. The water from this quagmire your testimony, so far from ivliev ing your .-;i..
of the accumulated weight of tin evidence «>t
pul the kev- in hi
pocket and vamosed, II,pointment of Barnabas the people of Bel- inont was known. Davistown is now oozed olf through e. gridiron
d Un i. »ii
wa- caught
,| hi- hrotlier-iu-iaw
bridge a, ryour guilt, increased the gravity of tin* existing
last have been anxious t < waive their Montvillc. The Narrows was the name Alain
street, the eastern end of which was burden. Under this statute, ilms rnnsinied. in (iewi-getown. and returned to hi- oiiatter- in
which
the
where
the
by
locality
Upper not far from the store now
considering the mildness of mtr laws, the hoi jail.
rights in that p articular
occupied by tude allowed juries in linding the lessor ollciicc
now crosses the river was known ;
A
!i fro in I ><
Moines, Iowa, *avBridge
Doctor
In
has
is.V.i. when gas when the greater is charged, and tin large dis- Kli.i.ihdi-pat,
—Some puritannic citizen of Bangor
Sylvester.
« ow h--. tie
,!,.es' p..-1 a I route agent on
the first bridge was built there in 1801.
cretion of the court in living the punishment,
< liieago and Rock Island Railroad, was on
sent to the legislature a petition for the
pipes were laid down in the streets of Bel- then* i' little danger of the conviction of the in- the
W ednesday, i>\ mean -»t a d
\ letter, arrest
Sandy Beach is the low fiat of land at the tast, the
Mr.
that formed this bridge nocent, or the acquittal of the Liuiltv.
pine
logs
suppression of masquerade balls
ed
by l nited Mate- detc-tive for robbing tin
loot of Main street where the Railroad
’fhe scene ot the muidei—the residence ot
lh finally eonfe--e,l the robbery, which
mail
were uncovered, at the depth of four feet.
Morrow, who presented it, must have
your brother and his family, and the home of ha> been
depots and buildings stand; known at a The author of
going <*n for two or three y ears, h o
these annals said "good your aged parents, w hose hospitality you was suppo-ed the mom y w ili reach >''»o.ooo 'owl,*smiled behind his superabundant heard, at
later date as Puddle Dock.
enjoying—the relationship existing between you i- a brother-in-law to -elm h r •■>>lfav. and wato
the lolly of such foolishness. The next
them, as old acquaintances. and your victims—brother and sister-in-law— tlie last
morning”
person to he sll-peetc,|. o\\ iug to hiAt the date of which we are now treatMain street from Unit point as far up as the time chosen for its perpetration—the dark- pi‘e\ i,'ii— go.nl -landing
thing will be to enact that it shall be felony
ness, stillness and secrecy of midnight—the
there
were several buildings on the
ing
the brick building now owned
to fiddle, and damnation to dance.
by the helplessness of the object of your malignitv and
in the unconsciousness of
westerly side of the Beach At the foot Belfast Savings Bank wu~ so
ami motive—wrapped
springy
The Wiles of a Widow.
—And now the owner of the haunted of the hill, on Market
sleep by the side of her husband, your broth* r
street, stood and soft in the
and
their
oi
the
unconscious,
innocent Italics—the inand
fall
that
year
spring
house in Springvale offers $10 to any one still stands the
A
eonvsponiient of tin* Lewi-Pm JoinWashington Webster house; it was no unusual occurrence for heavily strument of’ death—the cruel axe, so often
wielded by your brother and your lather f«»r n:il
who will stay under its roof all night. And next to that a small
give- '.in account .if tie issue Jaetweeu
building containing laden teams to get stuck in the
the purposes of useful husbandry—the indiswhat is gratifying to know, ti e Portland
attempt to criminate
three rooms, known as the Smith house:
of brother, sister-in-law and a will.... .in.) :i. i i:in who u anted to ilium
butchery
pass over it. There i- hardly room for infant neice—the arson stiperadded to destroy
Press has found the man to do if We sus- this house is still
her—
standing. Next came doubt that some ol the
the evidence of your guilt—the fabrication ui
logs originally evidence
that
the
individual
is
a
pect
A ease which h i-; I'x.'it.'.l considerable
reporter for the Mansur house, standing on the site of
to divert suspicion from yourself, and
placed in that locality may still be found to east it upon an imaginary sirangvr—and illtl*lV>l, Was tried heltu'e 11 <f. Reed, ,'Si
that paper, who intends to push his enter- tin' two
j.,
story building just northwesterly at the depth of four or live leet below the dually, your perjury upon the witness stand— I rial .1 u-i
ire, al Norway. <m Monday, ll
prise into ghost-land. If he shall succeed, from the engine house. Next a two
invest your crime with an atrocity impaivllel.*d
story
at
the
Inal
that
a
surface
nt
of the street.
widow,
appeared
it. will be much more
ill the annals of crime in this State.
interesting reading building which was occupied as a store, present
l’ui'is, .firs tides. was In-loved In, a widow
A few years prior to lsay, John MilliYour criminality is not mitigated even by the
than Capl. Hall alter the North Pole, or
, »ti- lira.
both
.a',
respectable person,
dwelling house, and still later as a junkpoor apology, so often made—of foreign birth—
a
Livingston hunting up the sources of the shop, subsequently removed. Next a build- ken, tanner by trade, sunk a few vats of youth and inexperience, of ignorance, of -ud- tliat lira, i a railroad conductor, and
on
that,
den
or
of
the
heat
ot
the
dined
with
Mrs.
Dili"
provocation
pas-ion.
Nile. Further deyolopements are awaited.
part
premises occupied by
daily, she routine
You was born and brought up near the
en<
ing occupied successively as store and the late Dr.
Monroe, which lies between of your great crime, and in a romimiuiiv noted Mi' R- house t+iai io* having become
—What rabid secessionist ever proclaimed dwelling, known as the Russ house. On
enamored
of the widow, oil. red her Ins
for its intelligence, industry, virtue and obedithe house and
a stronger doctrine of State's rights than this
driveway on the eastern ence
the other side of the Beach, not far from
You had reached the maturity of baud in marriage; that me u idow accept
to law.
plank of the New Hampshire Democratic plalside ot it. They were
taken
manhood—you had enjoyed the advantage of ed presents from him, and. as Rray says
subsequently
forin adopted the other day
where the freight depot now is, stood a
It appears that
l,P anil in their place there was, as late as that mirserv of education, sobriety and virtuepromised to man v him
That the people of the State have ilie dole uu>i exsmall building called the
1 he N«-\v England common school—you premedin Oetober another gentleman. Mr. Beni
Ferry house, oc- 1812,
clusive right of governing themselves tis a free,
a
fed bv the nu- itated tlie atrocious crime, you deliberated upon 1
quite
large
pond
State.
hv
the
sovereign, independent
[Bangor Whig.
cupied
iorhani, paid his addi.
to the widow
Ferryman, who at that time merous
it—you chose beforehand the opportunity—the
We don’t know where the doctrine is was Daniel Hibbard. There
springs on the hillside; the sur- day
M Hii'; tine 'l appear the fair widow
and the hour—the instrument of death- ami
was a road
told
water from it passed across the street tin* means of de-troyiug the evidence I your Kray that il in would a\n her
more strongly stated, unless it be
$.aO to prnby those running irom the foot ot Main street to the plus
to
cveite
provoke,
present
■«i-« > bedding outfit
under a log bridge, discharging itself on guilt—with nothing
m- would
marry—
or hurry you on but the tiend-like spirit that
| rabid secessionists who formed the consti- font of Market street, and on that street,
i.muting in ay whom'
In a few weeks
the land now occupied by Mr. (.'base, steeled y our heart and infuriated your brain.
tution of the state of Maine. They boldly on the site now
M
r
l.i'.'U
11
il
Mr.
nr
(.'.ill
Henry
II
II
ll
till
\iriloccupied by
imagine.t
tig
appear learned the guile
proclaim that all power is inherent in the Wyman, stood a blacksmith’s shop occu- about midway between bis bouse and uation, it must be sought for iu the extreme "I the widow, that -he was intondiup'to
that a morally responsible being
probability
Waldo
main
<mlv
Avenue.
It
a
famous
was
frog- would commit such a. crime upon a
people who have the right to alter, reform, pied by Mr. Ansel Lothrop, who subseaccording to the letter of her
provocation,
or
pond in its day, and the Paradise of I’olli as avowed by yourself, <o slight, and dispropor- pledge, and that tin- pm on I'm- whom she
totally change the form of government. quently removed to Searsmont
village,
tionate to tin guilt incurred in the retaliation. proposed to change her name, was Mr.
They had also the wickedness to proclaim where he resided many years and dieiHii wogs.
I»v what acts or omiv-dons on your part, hv
Beniamin (Ioriiam of Norway. Thereat
w hat fault or neglect of others. h\ what
in the preamble that they proved them- 18:11, aged fifty-four.
steps, Mr. Bray was naturally incensed and, us
or causes you at length were made
procc-s
caThe Eastern 'Kailread bridge, at liidde
the widow now allege
he attacked her in
selves “into a free and independent state,
For more than thirty
pable ot committing this crime, and bow far
years prior to the
ford, was burned on Tuesday afternoon such considerations extenuate op aggravate her house like a wild beast ; clinked her
by the style and title of the state of Maine.” erection of the East
t>Y the throat, seized hold of her wrists and
your guilt are fully known only to Him w h
Bridge in 180fi, there Loss
And yet, because the Whig had not then had
.$70,000. Travel will not be inter- numbers the very hairs of your head, and with- so lamed them, that she was unable to atbeen a public ferry across the
river,
out
whose
know
not
a
'arisen to shine, those men went lo their
as
passengers will be transferred ground, lie sees ledgewitfi sparrow fall to the tend Pi her back hair lor a whole week
the starting point on the west side of the rupted,
other eyes, and li< :n
you
•Mrs tl then-.aid a man named
eoaches.
\ou w ith other ears, and will
graves without dreaming that they were river
by
(iray came
jutlg* you, it uiav
w
a
being just westerly of Lewis’ wharf,
b.\ by another judgment than man's, be it the in and
part n( the affray: Mrs. (;
traitors.
I esl i lied she wn
a portion of the time
more lenient or severe.
t widow
In
His
one
all-embracing
year.
She
just easterly of it,
Death of the Siamese Twins.
love and mercy you are commended in thi hour ha
riseallv married Mr.
i he excitement that followed the dis- nearly opposite the loot of
(ioriiam. Tin*
Main street.
deli-m i' introduced nineteen
New' York. dan. 20. A despatch from ol your sadness, helplessness and peril.
witnesses to
It now remains to the court t<» pass upui \ou
covery of Caleb Cushing’s letter to Jeff On the easterly side the starting point was (ireensboro', N. C., announces the death
pone Bray
the sentence the law affixes to \<>ur ollYnce.
good character. Mr. Bray
on Saturday last.
Davis is in curious contrast with some a little down the river from the
twins
testilied
of
the
Siamese
tlull
In
did not attack the widow.
John T. Gordon
The court having eun-i.lspot where
paralyzed last fall, ered the offence of which you stand convicted, ,MI
Charm was
other matters belonging to the history of llie eastern end ot the
attacked him when he went
bridge now stands, since which partially
time he has been tretfn! ud it is considered b\ the court, a- punishment
into
the
house
to take some of his property
the rebellion. War was by many deemed f lorn that point travellers
;
as a
therefor, that YOt UK HANGKH in TIIK that
hound eastward
slie spit in Ids taee elntehed his
strongly addicted to drinking liquor
NKCK l-NTIL Yol AKK 1H! A I >, and that
probable at. the date of that letter. Presi- wound their way up the hank to tire road means of alleviating his sufferings. As this
whiskers, extracting three spears thereof.
sentence be executed upon you w ithin the
discovered that Chang was w alls or enclosed yard of the
dent. Lincoln hesitated about,
B was
States Prison, sitsending ships leading to Searsport village; which locali- soon as it was
testimony that. .Mrs. tides (nowMrs.
and uated inThoinuston. in the <
shocked
became
of
1
K
terribly
dead, Eng
nox, and
and men to Foit Sumter. Gen. Scott is on ty, by the way, was then
'ounty
ioriiam) had admitted as inueh in private,
known as Sodom; raved
further, that you be eontiued in the states prison
for
a while, at times exhibit-’
wildly
licit site had
record with the opinion that the country tlie Sodomites sometimes
Bray's whiskers, spit
returned the iim signs of great mental aberration. aforesaid, until the punislniient just ordered be in his face andpulled
kicked him.
The trial Nv ainflicted upon you, and that vott stand ooinmilwould be divided, and Horace Greeley compliment by
a deadly
followed
was
attack
by
led until removed to said States Prison
hurling Scripture at Sandy TlTis
held in Concert Hall at Norway and a
m
vIt
large
deal
the
from
in
two
hours
and
eeution of this sentence.
with the sentiment that the States should Beach, calling it Gomorrah. There
stupor,
crowd was present from Paris amt the
were
of Chang, Eng died. The deal mute chilMessrs,
be allowed to depart in peace. And more three wharves on the
&
\N1> MAY GOD IIAYK MFItrY ON
village
t'pton
Farnham
Y«M R sol
Beacli; Russ’s, just dren of the deceased express their sorrow
the action which was a case of as
curious still, after the war was over.
from Lewis’ wharf, Nes- and bereavement in the most pitiful manAlthough Gordon shod tear,-, -if, the jail. brought
'mil and battery in which Mrs.
(iorham
1111
b"inS ironcd to b« taken to the Court, sued Bray lor $1(HK) damages. Bray
Longstreet and Ackerman, who fought it mitli s, just southerly from it, ami Man- ner.
w as
he
out in the rebel ranks, were nominated lo sur s, near the
hoard
House,
the
Messrs.
sentence without visacquitted.
Washington Webster house,
Swasey & vVil
“Doctor,” said a lady to her physician, "don’t ible
sou
defended.
The
trial
the Senate for important offices and con- a portion of which is still
emotion, standing with one hand upon
created a eo„d
small bonnets that the ladies wear
standing: these, you think the
deal ol merriment.
The testimony was
have a tendency to produce conges
the railing ot the
firmed! Surely, strange things do happen witli a wharf built by “old Ma.jor Cunning- now-a-days
and his eyes lived so
liar,
where
“No.
madam;
brain?”
you
the
that
of
the defendant could not
tiou
conflicting
in politics.
is no brapw to eongest.” on the Judge. At the conclusion of the be lie Id.
ham." near the westerly end of the
Upper see these bonnets, there

when Peter deexpected at the Port-

i he cock that crew
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length
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crated from the catalogue if hills, ami
Quimby’s Hill, at the summit of which
secondary stood, and still stands the tjuimlu house,
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—Hon. Charles P. Kimball, delivered a
lecture in Portland, on Friday evening last,
upon the subject of The Declaration of
Independence and the Centenial Celebration. It is a history of the events which

dogs, which if made and enforced in Maine tions regarding Maine’s part in the nationwould relieve the
community of thousands
ol worthless
curs, and yield a handsome
revenue from the owners of
dogs good for
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applying

Probate for Knox county.

Uv

(he immense growth of hemlocks upon it.
on
At tin1 foot of the lull the road diverged
his nail)';, Mr. Cushing addressed a letter sought to be given that the latter road is to the south and wound around a portion
to the President, requesting that it be being oppress. .1 by its rivals, and pre- of the southern base, of Harford's Hill.
done. The following is the full text of this vented. from affording to Hastern Maine then
changing to a northerly course crossthe blessings that would follow an exdocument—
ed the road as now travelled not far from
tension of its connections'to this region. the
Washington, Jan. U. 1<M.
sehoolhouse; and thence winding
To the President—Sir:—Animated by a sense
The communication to the Portland Press,
have
for
the
honor
around the northerly portion of the hill
of profound gratitude
you
done in nominating me to the high office of duel w hich we copj in another column, gives
returned to the road as now travelled not
Justice of the Supreme Court of the United
another \ iew of this matter, and one which
far from the place occupied by tiie late BenStates, and perceiving that the continuance of
my name before the Senate may be t he cause or if is proper that the people should underjamin Monroe. That such a circuitous
occasion of inconvenience to yourself or your
stand.
route was ever aitopieu, seems, ai urst
political friends there, 1 respectfully request
you to withdraw the nomination.
blush, inexplicable. The explanation is.
Permit me to add that the charges of disloyalin- nave received irom joint i.worunn,
ty to the Union and the Constitution which ha\e
this : the earliest settlors came iu advanee
been brought against me in this connection are
a long letter written just before lie left for of roads,
they selected their locations acutterly destitute of foundation in truth or in act.
1 indignantly repel the imputation.
In all the the State Prison
eommenting upon his cording to their fancy, and built their log
time anterior to the commencement of hostilities
Ii came to hand too houses and hovels; roads followed them
in the Southern States every act of my political trial ami sentence.
life in whatever relation to parties, was govern- late for publication this week, but will be That was the
golden age when every matt
ed by the single, dominant purpose of aiming to
in our next issue'.
luted
claimed
the
pi
the
of
threatened
the
Union
right to have a road to his
preserve
integrity
andjto avert from my couutry the calamity of it>
own barn door, a right readily conceded,
disruption and of consequent fratricidal carnage.
—Caleb Cushing has just received his without any great sacrifice on the part of
How could such a purpose be prevented otherwise than by political association or personal commission ax Minister ti.
the public, tor the construction of a road
Spain.
intercourse with citizens of different States, in-If there i- in the country a paper that involved no expenditure of money or labor
cluding those States professedly disaffected i<>
the Union ? Should the. only possible means of
is printed better than the Wiscasset i trade, beyond felling the trees on a narrow strip
laboring to prevent civil war be stigmatized
through the forest, grubbing uj> the largwe never saw il
disloyalty to the Constitution ?
But, immediately on tin* occurrence of the
Where,
oh.
where
ithe
much
Icgi-hiteil est stuntps, and building here and there
first act of hostility to the Union being struck
in low swampy localities a
in the State of South Carolina I took my stand menhaden idle- porgie ? [Portland Piv—
gridiron
with the Union and its Government, 1 'public!)
lie will be -i iuc next summer.
bridge”; such bridge consisting simph of

announced my adhesion to them in the most
I tendered my services to
terms.
the Government in the field or in any other way
which
might testify my fidelity to it and l have
sword so much as the controller of the
continued from that day to this, as well in offiof
a
that
wields
the
nation.
power
purse
cial as unofficial action*, to tread in tin* path of
The tax' on that prime necessity of life, unswerving devotion to the Union; whether
during the actual progress of hostilities against
-Millbridge, against a change of the town salt, was one of the chief causes of the it, or in the subsequent events of its reconstrucInn- between the towns of
tion
and of the successive Amendments of the
Cherrylield and French Revolution, flic exaction of shipConstitution, rendered necessary by the changed
-Millbridge, as prayed by lor the petition money carried Hampden in arms to the condition
and relations of the several States of
of dames Strom et als
Referred to .the
side of Parliament, and lost Charles tlie the United States and of their iv-pertive inhab• ommittee on
Towns.
itants.
B\ Mr.
Barridge—Petition ot Kdwin First his head. The tax on tea precipi- The recent Amendments to tin* Constitution,
Rich et als.. for protection of shell fish on tated the American Revolution. But with- each and all of them, as they were in turn
the shores of Isle an llaut.
adopted, and the legislative acts for their enReferred to
in the last hundred years, the levying of forcement and for accomplishing reconstruction,
( ommittee on Fisheries.
had my co-operation ami adhesion, and 1 haw
in .Mr.
liryant—Petition ol 1. \\ liul- taxes lias come to be better understood, supported them constantly; it not in political
drook anil 0< others, of Rockland, Thom- -o that they bear more eijuallv on the debate, for which my comparative!) reserved
habits of life afforded neither occasion nor opaston. South Thomaston and Camden, lot
c.nnmunil\
il is aplh described as tile
portunity, yet m lega' opinion or in the Courts
an act of
incorporation, ldr tin- purpose of art til'
and
in counsel or discussion with officers or
u
the
itliont
goose
plucking;
making
tlie above named cities and
Government, members ol Congress and private
towns, with West Camden and Rockville it cry (Hit.
persons.
I entertain tin* same personal respect for
with fresh water: of Charles Stndley et
I'll ere arc two kinds or sets ot considerthese amendment- as for the other provision.als.. in aid of same ; of (1. \Y. Snow et als.,
ations which attach to the levying of of the Constitution, and also rendering the
in aid of same: of \Y. II. Rhodes in aid
a portion of which
taxi
affect the jus- special observance due to them as the just and
• a
same; of J. C. Dougherty et als.. in
necessary incidents of the reconstruction of tin*
aid of same; Referrred to Committee on tice ol taxes, and other.- their productive
Union.
While mv nomination was undergoing conInterior W aters.
lie—.
A tax raised upon the common anil
in the Senate, it would have been
sideration
By Mr. Richards—Petition of Elliot Or unavoidable ueeessitic- ot life, as bread,
unbecoming for me to speak in explanation of
berton et als., of Camden, in aid of petisalt, clothing. Ac., ha* always been very my acts or opinions; but now, with relative intion ol 1. tV. Holbrook,
to supply
difference to whatever else may have been -aid.
of pure water.
Referred to Committee productive, because [people must have either honestly or malicious)v, to my prejudice,
it
to my sense of public duly, and it ion Interior Waters.
them; but a heavy tax of this kind is ob- mybelongs
right, to reaffirm and declare that 1 have
By .Mr. Vales—Petition of Jos. Church
as
in
as
the
never,
long course of a not inactive life,
unjust
viously
falling nearly
heavily
A < o„ to lay a pipe or aqueduct in tide
done an act, uttered a word, or conceived a
waters.
Referred to Committee on Com- upon the poor as upon the rich, anil cer- thought of disloyalty to the Constitution or the
merce.
tainly very impolitic. A moderate tax Union.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully,
Jam aiiy 1G, Senate. Cm motion of
upon articles of luxury will he often
C. Cusiiing.
Mi Boyle, Ordered, That the Committee
iound more productive than a high one,
on
Legal Affairs be instructed to enquire
becau-e if taxed too high, people will
Instructions Received.
into the expediency of so
amending chap.
IS, of the revised statutes of this" State avoid their use. Still there is a class of
Sheriff Norton has received the followrelating to ways, as to allow an appeal to luxuries that do not appear to diminish in
ing communication from Gov. Dinglev—
be taken by parties interested, from the
from this cause, among which To the Sheriff of the
decision of County Commissioners upon consumption
County of Waldo—
Your attention is called to' "An act relating to
are tea, coffee, tobacco, spirits, &c. They
any petition for the location, alteration or
the duties of Sheriffs and County
a
discontinuance of a public highway in always have borne and always can he copy of which is enclosed. AsAttorneys',"
the statute
two or more counties, and to
to
that
the
seems
Executive
shall
made
up
bear
contemplate
report byheavy exactions. But the issue orders to
hill or otherwise as they may deem exsupplement, and if possible
revenue from those sources is so
thorough- strengthen the requirements of the law, it bepedient.
comes
mv
duty to direct that you and your
By Mr. Emery—Petition of Charles W. ly absorbed by the general government deputies faithfully
and impartially discharge
for
act
that
to
the
State
will
the
Hancock
not
touch
Bryant
tiie duties imposed upon you by the proa isions
incorporate
probably
Stone Co., with bill.
this
of
act.
Referred to Com- them ;
although a tax which should treble
Nelson Dinglev, Jr.. Governor,
mittee on Commerce.
the cost of whiskey and tobacco would
Hui se.
Mr.
This apparently means business, and the
Kelloch—Petition of
By
Hiram Bliss, Jr., et als, for increase of doubtless be in the interest of morality Sheriff
says lie shall obey instructions.
Bet salary of the
Judge of Probate of and State prosperity, and more potent for With the Governor
aiming his Paixhan at
K nux County-; also
petition ot T. M. Ward
than prohibitory laws.
a id T.
the illegal liquor shops, and the Grand Jury
P. Pierce for same, and increase suppression
The suggestions of Gov.
of the salary of the Register of
Dingley look turning its batteries on the City Agency,
Probate;
also petition of A. P. Could et als., for the to the levying of taxes upon new objects
rum seems to be having a hard time.
increase of the salary of the Register of ot taxation, and the
relief
the Knox

ANNALS OF BELFAST FOR HALF A CENTURY. 1 Bridge, constituted

$40,000,000 is disbursed from the national had been
distributed.
laying out streets in different premises was once used for dockage pur- noun! cd sentence upon the condemned
treasury, and the railroads contribute all directions through the
village, but up to poses. That portion lying at the foot of man. It had been previously announced
Cushing and the Chief Justiceship,
along from $100,000 to $2,250,000 interest that time only one of them had been for- the upland was lower than that
at
o’clock, and
portion that this would take place
The excitement over the nomination of on bonds. The latter enormous sum is
mally accepted by their owners, namely. nearer the river, and in the spring, and long before that time the halt and stair'
Caleb Cushing came to an abrupt termin- paid by the Heading railroad. The out- Market
street; the street leading from at high tides always, was covered with wav leading to the Court Room were filled
ation last week, by a message from the pouring ot these funds amounts to inflation Main street near the house of Mr. Aldcn
water. There was for many years prior
by an wiger crowd, among them many
President withdrawing his name. The im- in New York, and under the stimulus of 1).
Chase, passing the Phenix House and to 1805—the remains ol it then visible— women,
awaiting the event. W hen the
mediate cause for this was the discovery investment sought, stocks have taken an down the hill to Puddle
Dock. Its name a dam at the westerly side of the Beach, sheritf arrived witii the prisoner, he iiad
among the captured documents of the upward movement all round. January is was derived, probably, from the fact that between the Smith and Mansur houses bemuch dilVicultv in lorciug a way through
Confederacy of a letter from Cushing to set down for a lively month on Wall it led to a parcel of land in that locality fore described, near where the Engine the dense mass. Gordon was seated in a
Jeft'Davis, introducing a young man who street, and ail the speculators arc bulls. ■whieh was granted to the town for the House now stands, for the purpose of letchair within tile bar, the Court not, hav ing
desired, from devotion to the Confederacy, But a feature that is in reality encourag- purpose of a market; it was located
by ting in the water at high tide and keeping come in. Ho asked to see a Mr. Stevens,
The
for
the
South.
to leave Washington
ing pertains to the railroads. They are the cows belonging to the people of that it in when the tide fell. Through that dam
of Bangor, who came forward and talked
following is the letter—
coming to the scratch with their January neighborhood, probably, -who in making there was a sluice-way through which ship with him soinetime. His counsel also held
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contemplated extending tin* mam
piI'c along Congre** street nml at tin- loot of
>1ain street.

Neli Mil S. Burges*. of this city. \v;i.. lost at
on the passage from Savannah for Providence
Cant. Rufus P. Limeburner who was
m
nunaiul. writes as follows from Matan/.as
•*l sailed from Savannah, Dee. loth. 1S73; and
"ii the third day out found the \es*el
leaking
badly : had to keep the pumps going constantly
i" keep her free.
On tlie night ot the *J.*>th. iii
lat. •',* 4.
72 10. while laving 1" in a heavy
N. W. gale, the bowsprit went in the knightheads, the. foremast broke in the deck, and the
mainmast-head ami main-topmast went at the
same time.
The wreck of tie* spars got under
the how, and stove in one of the ports. We
were on the wreck six day*.
My crew were all
worn out.
When we were taken oil by the
bark Wheat land, and brought to tbi* port.’nuM
"f my men were unable to stand and had t" he
carried on board by the bark’s crew. It \va*
blowing a gale of wind at the time, and we
"uld save nothing. I saved the chronometer,
and that is about all. We are under the greatest obligations to (’apt.
Dowdy of the bark
Wheatland of Boston. He laid by us th e hours,
am! had his boat swamped twice in getting u*
ml; beside* doing all in his power for u whil-*
.•ii board hi* vessel.”
The *ehooner was owned by A. .1. iI.> —. lb.
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liandsome pre-ent from the consignees.
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Hie following divorces have been decreed
loseph E. Joliuson from Hattie A. Johnson
Abide T. Moore from Horatio G. Moore.
Franklin II. Milliken from Sarah G. Milliken
Mehitable J. Dorr from Joseph A. Dorr.
< harles Bradford from
Lucy W. Bradford.
* hark***
A. Orcutt from Kmeline A. Orcutt.

William Jack-on

\

Mary

P. Jackson.
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out of a mineral bole n
which In* had been at work.
The murderer then called to another
brother, who was in an adjoining shaft,
and this brother, named Newton commenced climbing out
When lie reached the
surface lie saw the body of his murdered
I*r<>tli«-i' Albert, ami vv as about to run when
l!ob seized him, and showing the bloodv

axe, threatened to kill him instantly unless
he would assist in putting the body away,
and to preserve silence. This Newton assented to, but on the lirst opportunity ho
escaped to I’otosi, where lie g ave the alarm
and the murderer tied to Lancaster, He
was pursued, arrested, and lodged in prison. where he attempted the life of his keeper.
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Alexander late of Belmont.
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I

killing

hiding

till*

body.

The other

he met
on the road to Muscoda where he wa :
going to get work. He says that the latter
made threatening gestures and he feared
he was going to take his life so he closed
man

with him and with a four-pound weight
which he carried in his pocket lie struck
him two blows over the eyes, smashing in
his skull and killing him instantly.
Now that lie lias confessed he delights
to talk of many persons he killed.
He
gloats over the skill with which he has
concealed their bodies and declares it they
were got together there would be nearly
forty of them.
Nine Women Burned to Death!
Hi NNI.VGTON, Vt., Jan. 20.
The Knitting Mill of 11. K. Bradford was burned

this afternoon.

The lire

caused by a
leakage in a gasoline pipe. The gas ignited trovn a boiler lire, and
exploding demolished Hu' adjoining
sewing room.
Nine women at work there were
instantly
killed by the explosion or burned to death
in the lire which followed, and many
others were injured, some shockingly
The card and sorting rooms were saved
from destruction.
The loss is about $100,000; partially inwas

sured.

by

tho

Governor,

Justices of Peace and Quorum—J. 1'.
Donworth, Houlton ; E. Stackpole, Monticello; C. J. Abbott, Castine; Wm. Somerby, Ellsworth; W. H. Vinal, Vinalhaven;
Wilmot Lewis, 2d, Boothbay; Geo. \V
Smith, Glenburn; J. F. Godfrey, N. N.
fairbanks, Bangor; J. II. Burgess, Winn;
Isaac II. Cotton,
Bowdoin; Wm. Smith,
Columbia; A. G. Buck, Robbinston.
Notary Publics—Frank W. Parker,
; Edwin P. Treat, Frankfort.
piston
I rial Justices—B. L,
Staples, B. Bussey,
Jr., Houlton; Oakman F. Glidden, White-

.M- maid." i- tin* wav a prcvumptuoiu
young man addressed a lady ol a very uncertain age.
Have you a e>»ug!i, (‘old. Pain in the < In '. <»r
Bronchitis ? In fact, have you the premonitory
symptoms ol the “insttiiuie areher," consumption? It so, know that relief is within vonr
reach in the shape of 1)r. Wisiar’s Balsam
«>u
Wild t'lniimv, which, in many cave;;
where hope had tied, ha: Hatched the victim
from the yawning grave.
“Killed l>v a visitation of Providence through
tin* medium of a horse,"1 was the (’oroner’: verdict in tin* case of a Georgia man who was
kicked t<> death.
A silent disease punishe
the patient only:
hut a vociferous cough yr a horrible cold punishes a whole household. There can be no
peace, no rest, until it. is cured, and when a
single bottle of Half's Iloney of ITorehound
eniil Tar will banish the nuisance, is u worth
while to do it!' CrittentoiY
7 bth Avenue.
Solti by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

“There!” said Jones, as In*wratbfully pushed
away the pic which his landlady had ju-1 served
him. “the stuff isn’t lit for a pig to eat, and i
ain’t going to eat it.”

Quack Medicines. We never puff. Gut
ANAKESIS, the great western PILE remedy,
has cured Thousands, after lotions, ointments,
and all manner of nostrums have failed. It C
the discovery of Dr. Silsaee, an eminent western physician, and has bean endorsed by medical men of all schools. It is a simple medicated
acts as an instrument, poultice and
cine, affords instant relief from pain, and
is pronounced an infallible cure. Price si.oo.
Sold by Druggists everywhere. ANAKESIS
Depot; 4b Walker at. New York.

Sository,

A
newspaper paragraph says that a < Im ago
girl complains to the police that she has been
robbed of 224 gold rings. Whereupon, a mean
paragraphic observes that, probably, at least
two hundred of them were
engagement rings.
General Debility.

Mr.

James

John., N. B.

I.

Fellows,

Chemist.

St.

Dear Sir.
Having used your Compound
Syrup for some time, in mv practice, I have no
hesitation in recommendiug it to my patients
who are suffering from General Debility, or anv
disease of the Lungs, knowing that even in
eases utterly hopeles, it affords relief.
I am, sir, yours truly, H. G. ADDY. M. D.
St. John, N. B., January, 1868.
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WORSTED <.OODS!
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treatment of nervous derangement:) and alfection
from whatever cause proceeding. During it
i deuce there have been issued from it several medi
cal publications, quite recently a work on Disease
of the Nervous System, which have had almost a
world wide circulation and popularity.
These pub
lication- sulliciently attest the high character of tinin.-fit hi ion under whose patronage these medical
works have been published. Meantime it i-. gratiP
ing to know that e\eral of the impudent charlatan
who have stolen its name to cover their in farioupractices, are getting their deserts, in the penal m
of the (’onunomvealth.—lioston /f.
-titution
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look Pale and Sick
than having worms in the

for no other causes
stomach.
BROWN’S VERMIFUGE COMFITS
will destroy Worms with
putinjury to the child, he
ing
WHITE, and free from all coloring ol
other injurious ingredients
used in worm

usually

preparations.
CURTIS & BROWN, Proprietors,
No. ‘‘In Fulton Street, New York,
oold by Druggists and Chemists, and dealers in
Medicines at Twfnty-Fivf Cfnts a Box.
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The best trade on these Goods to
be found in Belfast

Dissolution of Co-Partnership

AtijoirriiSil

Custom House Sqi-.

ot Eatats oi triiuigsit,
Eibuj A Ok iiiii).
•> a
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A.

HURD &

A PATTERN

GIVEN Til EACH

Tl HCHAS! H.
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day

of JANUARY

next,

at

o c rorii. t. w.,
i I" billowing <..>•* I and A
belonging t*i said
* Fin
‘»ne buirth
chr. Minetta, '.F tons O. M.,
“n‘uvular-hav. lot ot' Bani ters, lot of Blocks,
loi nj Notes and A count
tool-,
due said
• •state.
• Hi■:
tie
without reserve oi limit. It was ad
journed on tin leth on account of bad weather. Il
;
tormy the sale will be postponed till next lair day.
WILSON HI* 11 BORN,
A l.I AA XDElt
FA 1*1.1.
Assignees
N
I Vi.KI.ll ^TABLES,
•
•
t'KAH V, Auctioneer,
l-icklon, .Ian. In, 1871.
1 w2‘.»
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call

Give
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will be closed

by the New Firm.
Belfast, dan. 10, 1374.
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PIERCE’S HALL.

mall amount of money found, in my store,
which theow nor can have by proving property.

p
dan.
Bella-t,

2

is. I.

1 w2‘»

FLANNELS.
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Shirting

selling

Flannels
for 12 1-2 cts.
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At u Court 1.1 Probut* In Id af Belfi t. within >u t t.
tilt CoUllt'. --I Waldo, -it !li.
uiid in. .i
January, A 1 >. is. -L
I OK Cl B. WA LKER having i .to * nl ♦
•
X tain instrument purporting i.» b»* a c*»p\ ot c.
late will and testament wf Joshua EIvvell. tvsiding
Boston, < ounty ot Suffolk, state of Massuchu-* rr
tngetht r with the Probate thereof iu the • ..untv an
State aforesaid, duly until*.ri. d in -aid Count’.
Waldo for the purpo:-* of 1,. ,ng alh-w. d, filed ....
recorded.
Ordered, I hat the aid Oeorg. B. Walker gi
notice to ail person- intere ted In causing a o.|,v
this order to he published five week -ne. .••-i\. h
the Republican dounnil, printed at Bella
t:
the\ may appear at a Pruhate ( ourt. to he h. i
Belfast, within and for -aid Countv, on tic
Tuesday .if March next, at ten ..f the clock hei...
noon, and show cause, it any they have, win
-ante should not be allowed, tiled and ■recorded
•wt*S
ASA I HI Rl.ol (ill. di. i.
A true coj
Vilest
B P. Ft hi .1 *, Key Ct*
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RTEVAM, late

lliorndik.

1

in the County of Waldo,-tecne ed.hy giv iugbond u- i;■
law directs, he therefor* r.queds all person* vo.
are indeht**d to said deceased
* state to make
i,
mediate payment, and those who have nuv dentHti ithereon, to « vhii.it the same for settlement to him
RALPH F.LLlNo WOOD
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subscriber hereby gives public notice to el
been duly appointed an t

concerned, that he has
taken upon himself tin*
of the estate of

r

trust

Admini-truf..?•

Frankfort,
iu the Countv of Waldo, deceased, in giving hon.i
as the law directs; In* th*’iv|.»n* requests till p.
d

who are indebted t‘> said doom d
estate t
make immediate payim nr, au.t those who have
xi.ihir the atm tor setio
demands thereon, m
i‘ A Ac .*■
meut. to him.
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Evening,
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DANCING FROM 8 P. M TO 12 P. M.
-: o:-

Trancisnt Visitors Tickets, 75 Cents.

Tickings,

snbscribi r h r* by
concerned, that he lmtaken upon hers* It the trust
estate ot

THE

Feathers,
Straw Mattings,

2w28

S.

CHENERY,

Constantly

on

hand.

CONFECTIONER!

rplll

£

I

BARZILLA HOPKINS late

ASSEMBLIES

C. HERVEY.

Assessors of the City of Belfast will be in
session at the Assessors’ office,over the .Storeot
Oakes Angier, on each Saturday
afternoon, for a
tew weeks, for the transaction oi’
any business pro
1‘frlv eomimr before them.
OAKES ANGIE It,
GEO. \S Ot )I)S,
N. M. MATHEW*1. »
Belfast, .Ian. 21, 1874.
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CO.,

for the timpaction of the Wholesale Confectionery
Business.
The late firm thankful for the many flattering evi
deuces of favors shown them in the oast, hope for a
liberal share of public patronage to be continued to
its successors, m.der the assurance that no effort of
their will be spared to merit the same.
A. A. HI HD & CD.
I*, s..—The business of the Old I

i:<- uu.U
igned A i»nt‘i oi -ael lirm will sell
I'ul.lie Auction ai iIn*
tor*- lately eci tipicd by
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lllll. linn of Mace & Hurd is this day dissolved
mutual consent.
Tin- undersigned have this day formed a Co-Fart
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hip under the the firm-name of

JL by
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searched the ground on each side of the ing
world F challenged to produce it.- equal.
IP.
road.
When they arrived where Turner this wonderful remedy patient.-, have been rehad been chopping they found the
body >tored to health after having been eontined to
which lay as it had fallen two weeks be- bed one, two and even four years, suffering unfore. I he boy's head was nearly cut from told agony with head, back, stomach, bowels,
heart and general nervous prostration.
A
his body, the axe having gone clear course, sutiFient
for two months, of this wonthrough the neck. A jury empanelled to derful remedy sent by return mail, securely
hold an inquest rendered a verdict that Ol- packed, upon c-eeipi of s:’» and tlnvo stamp..
For advice upon all other diseases, enclose one
ney Neeley came to his death from a blow dollar
only. Write short letters, and -end
of an axe in the hands of Robert Turner. /o/e, while
the means of cure F within vour
Several other mysterious murders having reach.
Address,
taken place in localities in which Turner
PH. ii. r. (.Adi!,
(>
P.
P.ox
IT!I.
had been seen Marshal Bennett visited the
Saratoga, X.Y.
confess if lie
prisoner and asked him
had any hand in them.
Pills, Potion;* and Pungencies.
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minor heirs of Charles

bert. The imjuest. which has just been
concluded, revealed a blood-thirst v propensity mi the part of Hob, rivalling; that
of the Bender family of murderers.
The
murdcivd man was killed with an axe, his
head being nearly severed troni his body.
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their
Lxtensinn." This extension does
not open a single new town,
ll create
no new business.
It gives no additional
facilities lo the people id’ Maine what
ever.
And now the Boston and Maine,
with its record know 11 ol ail nidi, a above
stated, will have the presumption t" a k
anew
ot
the Legislature of Maine, a
‘Torce Bill.' to compel the Ka-tern and
Maine Central railroad to give it connection at Portland : Ail the while a perfect
connection exists at South Berwick Junction by which even town west of the
Junction on the Boston and Maine can he
reached with perteet facility. The towns
east of the Junction, now traversed by
tlie extension, have been fully neeoinnio
dated for a quarter of a century by the P.
•S. .V P road. The public have no earthiv
interest whatever in the connection at
Portland. 1 lie Boston and Maine railroad
hav ing squandered ijt.noil.tioil on the ex
tension are doubt less anxious to force all
the business on it possible, lint to a-k tile
Legislature of Maine to help them out ol
this scrape by arbitrary and tv rannieal enactment is a jest indeed.
lap 1 n

1*

Flanders, II

lo

r

Portland, at tin- co-t of $I,(uiii,iiiiu.
side by side with the old If S & I’, road,

delia if
1
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sea

.Milan.

2.00

I’orl/nnil mi the same term as to the
Eastern.
The Boston ami Maine refused !
to the bitter end.
With an imacconiitabh

dend of s per cent, was declared payable to
"lockholders of that date. The directors report the works iua prosperous condition under
the efficient management of their superintend-
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FLORENCE

Machines!

hewing

The Household
PANACFA is purely
Vegetable and all Healing.
Prepared In
PFKT1S N BLOWN,
No '.’Id Fulton street, New York,
r 'ale by all
druggistlylsp

world-wide reputation.
conformity to the custom
adopted by other branches of business, marked
down his dlliic ,-tock of decorated dinner and
tea sci-. and gives the public the bcndil
f Intaste ami judgment in
selecting, a- well a- his
spccial tacililics foi pui-cliasing, a lit orders
di reel from l lit- maiiiifaclurcr- of
I'lufan-op,
umi-ual <•!>]>• n-tunit\ will only conlim..
the 1st of 1-Vbrnar\. and we advise a! .11

2.50
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Family Liniment
remedy in the world for the following

t

PRICE.

AT

Household Panacea,

n!

the annual meeting of the Belfast (ins
Light Co., held Monday, 19th, inst., tin* following officers were elected—Win. B. Swan. President ; John 11. Qninihy. Treasurer and Seeretar\
V K. Pierce. Superintendent: W. B.
.'"wan, \\ (>. Poor. A. A. Howes, N. V. llonsB. Hazeltine. Directors.
imi am! <
A divi-

t

-il'U.

l

ni

e\:u

Si per da'
uinl -laiul-

It'.n
!..m

In'

ashington street,
columns to-day.

ftsbed in lTlW.ami lias
Mr. Briggs lias, in

y to
C 3.00
In other words the Boston and Maine
railroad proposed to extort from the people of Maine using its line thirty-three per
cent, more than the Eastern railroad. 1 lie
Maine Central urged and entreated the
Boston and Maine to yield as favorable
terms to this State as the Eastern had consented to, ojferini/ f'u/l uit'l fre*: eonnrrlion
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RECEIVED

j,-.
(. ramps in the Limbs and Stone
ach. Pain in the Stomach, Bowels, or
Side, Khcumatism in all it- forms, Pillions Colic,
Neuralgia, Cholera. 1
11lei v, ('olds, Fresh Wounds,
Purus, Sore
t hroat, .'spinal <
ompluiiits, Sprains and BruiseChills and l’<-\, i. l or Interiial and External use.
Its operation i- not
only to relieve the patient, but
entirely removes the cause of the complaint. It
penetrates ami pervade-, the whole system, restoring
healthy action to ail it- parts, and quickening the
blood.

Briggs.

our

*1"' bv

''

complaints,

Pr.xxF.it and Tea Sets. Wo would
again
refer to tin* advertisement of Richard
in

$20.00

and

telegraph messenger bov in a Western
State got his despatches mixed the other day,
and handed a horse-joekev a
telegram which
rend,“Cun you supply our pulpit next Sabbath
And to a well known clergvmau in town n
dispatch which read. “The trot is postponed till
Monday. Can’t vou conic down and spcml
Sunday

$2.50
C

The Toledo Blade of Jan. loth, has the following in regard to the marriage of a former
resident of Belfast—
I.-i«.t evening, Mr. A. T. Colburn, connected
w ith the \\ hoiesnh house of 1.. N.
Barmgardner
A Co., entered into a co-partnership for life,
taking to himself a wife in the person of E—
The ceretnotelkt. daughter of A. J. Sprague.
n\
was
performed at the residence of the
bride's parents, and in the presence of only intimate friends. The presents were numerous
ami beautiful, and the supper was—well tempting does'nt half express it. The newly married
couple left the* city last evening for a short trip
East.
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Great Reduction
JUST

success by million- of mothers and
children, from
tin- teeble infant ol one week old tti the. adult. It
corrects acidity of the stomach, relieves wind
colic,
regulates the bowels, and gives rest, health and com*
tort to mother and child. We believe it to be the
Pest and Surest Kemedv in the World, in all cases of
inSENTEIiY and 1)1 Alt II Il< F.Y IN CHI LDKEN,
w hether it
arises from feething nr from anv other
cause.
Full directions for using will accompany each
hot tie.
Non,
(ionuine mile.-.- the facsimile of
Cl IM IS & PEKKINS i on the outside
wrapper.
Sold by all Medicine dealers.
1)1 sp

A

per ton

I

••

Buffalo, N. Y.. l)cc. i:t. i,s;o.
Du. K. \ Bjfuuf. Fortlie past six month.'
1 have used your (lolden Medical
Disi-over.N ii
m> practice, and in that time have tested itmerits in severe coughs, both acute ami chronic
in chronic diseases of the throat, severe ease?
ot bronchitis, general
derangement ol'the s\*
tern, constipated condition of the bowels, am
wherever a thorough Alterative or blood puritier has been indicated. In all eases l have
l'oiind it to act gently yet thorouglilv and -lfeetnally in removing the various diseased conditions. and bringing about a healthy action
throughout the si stem.
vours, fraiernallv.
•ii
II. L HALL, M. D.

Freight

Passengers

W. Ellis by Pitcher & Son. for Wilmington. N.
V small quantity has gone to the islands
down the bay. The same can be said of po-

<

Old

an

Nurse.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup is the
«
he
of tin* best Female Physiot
prescription
l;!1,s !,M1^ Nnr
in tin Fnitcd States, anti has been
u-oil tor thirty \
with never failing safety ami

l>r. Thoms delivered a lecture in New Yorl
entitled “Win do we not live to be a lumdrei
years «* 1 <I'" The answer to this conundrum is
••Because \vc do not have the chance."

the matter to which it made reference,
namely, the relations of the Boston and
Maine Railroad to the business of the
State of Maine. Wjmt its signification is
will best appear by citing the rates at
which the Eastern Railroad and the Boston and Maine respectively would agreo
to carry the through freight and passengers of Maine to arid from Boston, in connection with the Maine Central railroad.
The ultimatum of the two roads, respectively. was as follows:

of

Mrs.

Yi <;iuni. i> composed of llic best Mgetabh
ingrcdienl* the dispensary of Nature fumi-hes

signification of this sonorously phrased paragraph, as bearing on

-“~r afBlMrT~n"'i'1lll |

Thirty Years' Experience

suit.

W’liat is the

'-annu

V

..

An EugILh publisher who ailvcri-odMoaqui
Miller, half calf." L flm :itcn« d *.vix 11 .1 1 i!»•

Bill?

‘■While il has been the aim of your director?
In make every concession that it just and proper to connecting roads, to secure to you tin
through freight amt passenger business, which
atjcquitahle and just rates contribute so \ ahniblr
a source of income,
yet Ihey have refrained
from making contracts of this class of business
for a term oi years at rates that-have not seemed
adequate to insure a reasonable compensation
foj- the service rendered. They prefer to build
up ami foster the local business of vour road,
which i> now large and constantly increasing,
rather than to increase the gross receipts at the
expense of the net income.”

Hon. E. K. Boyle is again con tilled to lib
liotisc hy an attack of bleeding at the lungs.

11
m_

Force

To the Editor of the Press:—
In the report of the Boston and Maim
railroad for 1.872, page 8, the following
language is held:

'I lie tinder of a gold
ring, having date am
initial" inside, will he rewarded on leaving it a
this office*
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The

No. 4 Church St..

G. W. BURKETT & CO..

frosting and ornamenting of Wedding Cake a
specialty. Parties may rely on having such work
The

done in the best style of the confectioner’s art. He
is prepared to furnish cake and ornament it, or tc
prepare that baked by other parties. Satisfaction
KHaranteed.
3mos28

HayfordBlock,

Church St,,
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ot n,

I U EBP P.
RES.': 1A late of Belfast,
iu the ( ounty ot Waldo, deceased,
by giving bond
flu* law directs; she therefore
request all pet
sons who are indebted to said
deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have an*
demand? thereon, to exhibit the same tor settlement
to her.
Kll< iDA SHELDON

a*

subscriber

(opposite Hayford piiock.)

pul li

been dnlv appointed

all
hereby gives public notice
concerned that he has been dnlv a).pointed
THE
taken
himself the trust of Administrator■ of th*
to
and

upon
estate of

MARY A. HOPKINS, late of Frankfort,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, In giving bond
as the law directs; In* therefore requests all person
who are indebted to said deceased s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have anv *Umauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
ISAAC 5$. HOPKIN'
to him.
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than bird* or flowers,
•! ivmate left her home.
-k w ith her the laughing spring.
mu-ir and the bloom.
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the ’i|»* of kith and kin.
"k laid h*T hand in mine:
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eollld a-k tlie hasllflll bo\
M
V. h*. fed her father's kine
us in tin' bloom of
:
I he eon-taut years told o'er
;ir <ea<ons with as sweet May

>

May

.•

Hut -he

haek

rattle

morn*.

no more.

I walk, with noiseless feet, the round
*t uiieventful year* :
"nil o'er and o'er I sow the spring
Vnd reap the autumn ear-.
live- where all the golden year
Her -uininer roses blow:
i in dii k\
hildreii of the sun
I tort her eoine and go.

>ln

haply with her jewelled hands

li- r.-I,,

-mouth-her silken gow n.—
the hoine-p\ n lap wherein
l -h'.ok tin- w alnuts down.
lie re

'•*

ild grape- wait u- hy 1he brook,
l lie brown nuts on the hid..
\i I -till tin May-day flower- maki tvert
Hn w ood* of l'oily mill.

I

he \\

blossom in the pond.
Idn bird builds in the tree.
I in dark pine- -itig on ttamoth hill
file »!ow -“tig of the *r*a.

•die lilie-

n\

la.

e

-In

■•-

site that the oriole- build

ir.--

i

other r\,‘> ihan ours,—
••'!,< ! hand- with mil- are
"‘her laps w lth flowers?

tin' golden time !
n»—\ -eat i- green.
n_r \ ioi. t
bimsutii yet.
l tree- o’er it lean.

■

1

I
!

i-id-

w

\

n

!

\

o

\
!

tilled.

in

uale

sweet

withjmvh and fern

blow
.o'. :n -pring llie \et
-li:.* of long ago.
:

r

iiu'incn

:

ie- sing

"I IJanioth wood
i" tin- pin.
mo.oiing lik« the sea.—
.*•
tig of the sea of eliallge
n myself and thee !
!U
-‘

no

;:

A Russian Tragedy.
Irus quotes from tin1 Si. lYtersan aeeount. of a domestic tragurg <
ly vv!iieli reads like a play of Dumas the
Smite y ears ago a Russian mcr'mg'
eiiit \va- staving down in the country at
a- house of a friend of his. in a town called
Narojeii \\ bile there a Unison sprung up
•iwcwt him and a Russian damsel, who
described as .Mile. D-. It lasted some
iin-.
and was kept profoundly secret.
I
Imateiy the merchant, a M. Tchikhatm m hack to St.
a.
Petersburg, lie
-mi .cd tin- e and married, and was leading
I

U

,.

~

niilortulile life, when

■y

h

mg

one

tine

wasdisagreeahly surprised by

ii"te Irom hi-' fi rmer tlaiuc. Mile
ii was to this effect
“DearJ.l
g. lag to marry your friend X-, at
house you were staying when I
I, yamr a quamtanee What passed hern us must lie kept quiet, 1 need hardly
I want you to come to the wedding
,g

n

a

-•

you can speak their language.’
•Then I'll go to England.’ ‘Ah Mr. Swearingin! that will never do: King George
might remember how often your father
snapped his rille at Lord Cornwallis.’ So
Europe \\ as exhausted and M r. Swearingin
fell bark on one and another eollectorship,
naval olliee. district-attorneyship; but for
each appli' alien the astute President had
1 think, then. Mr. President. I
his rep]\.
will lie postmaster at our olliee at home.'
Mr. Madison had forgotten where that was;
but h anting that it was State Creek, Pour
Corners, liotetourt County. Yu, he sent
Alas! it proved that the
for the register.
olliee w as iii the hands of one ol Morgan’s
veterans
Impossible to remove him
■Truly, Mr. Madison.' said Mr. Swearingin.
■1 am obliged to yon for your attention to
my ease. 1 see tin dillieulties that surround
Now
you
seeing you cannot give me
the < hiel'.lust.ice'splaee, nor Mr. Monroe’s,
nor the Treasury, nor any of these others,
don't \on think you could give, me a pair
of ohi I'ullicr firerrlu-i-Mr. Madison
thought lie could : did belter —gave him an
order on his tailor for the breeche-—and
Mr Siv

■ariiigiu
“Rev.

went

happily

on

his

way.’’

Olympia Brown."

me

spring blit
her name. She savs that
she and her husband agreed before they
were married that they should, hold on to
their own names: in fact she wouldn’t
have married without such an agreement.

a

demeanor gave an account
up.
ir past
ts:,n. in which she described
r~ihf as much more of a victim than had
:111 v boon ’.lie ease, and ealled on Tc-hiki:
hew to roiilirm the truth of her story
ii,
udd nm. of course, go into details,
Mine Ni gan a general assent

^
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bottle

of

proceeded. “You understand—the

did. Willis being' a much prettier name;
besides had his name been lligginbottcm
he would have preferred to retain it. considering it v. as his own. and the or.e he had
T asked her if no
alway s been known by
She said, “Oh
one ever called her Willis
yes. sometimes they did, but she didn’t
wage any special war on that, any more
than if lh.'V had railed her some little pet

A lunm .-uit aga n-t hu ciutnr lias been
decided ii: tin' ( 'ir. nit ( Viiii'l :it Waukesha,
lima.
The l-'ays. the proprietors nl the
La lielle IJ.iitse at OeounmoWoe. brought
an action before a .lustiee to recover 897.i• l for meals ami cigar' furnished
Ashley
I). Ilarger. editor of the Oeonoiuowoe

Time-'
Ilarger si t up a counter claim of
$s<|o ii,|. ‘-pulling" the La Hello House,
volt
Mi
n<| I will li'Vi' <•
.ludgim nt was rendered for the plaintiff,
tin- room.
You. as a man of honor, know and Mr. Ilarger appealed to a jury. The
what course you have to follow." Tchik- ease excited much interest, Ilarger being
lutchew did not sec wliat course lie had well liked, and having a solemn, earnest
But manner of making very witty remarks.
t
follow, save to leave the room.
the lady sternly rebuked him, and in- He testified that 1 ay would say to him,
formed him that her honor and her hus- “Ilarger. I've got a nice dinner to-day,
“Xo. I tliank you, I'm going
band's peace of mind required that he come in.
Simula commit suicide. !'pon which she home" l ay would prevail upon him to
and her husband went out. locking the stay, and after dinner the following eolTehikhatehew miracu- .oijuv
door alter them.
Everything in there all right,
!• usly escaped, and rushed off to St. Ilarger'' ■•Everything excellent." “Des■•F.voilent." “Ice Cream
IVtcrshurg. giving out there that lie was -ert all riglii
tV t■ l’ari- flic irate couple rushed after all right'*' “Delicious, Mr Fay." “Very
ip), and after an exciting chase came up well, remember this, jn your paper next
In return for dinners and cigars.
with their victim early in the present week."
month
X- proposed a duel, and on Ilarger -ays that h“ told a great many
hikhalchcw protesting that he was not lie.-.—editorially—v. ortli more than a thoulighting man. rushed at him with a knilo sand dollars He would have never pred dealt him not less than seven wounds, sented a bill for lies had not Fay fallen
while the ami;.tile Mine. N.— twice dis- out with him and wanti .1 pay for the dinIlarger pleaded his own case, and
cargi d a revolver at him. Tehikhatehew ners.
as
since died of his wounds, and his the jury foil ml a verdict lor him, which
murderers have been arrested. Thus runs threw the costs upon the hotel keeper.
•hi- extraordinary tale. The moral it sugLin. Li v. iiexiN'. .Much is said about
gests i.- a very obvious one—“Where were
he police ?"
the degeneracy of our age. It is thought
that we have lost the vigor and strength
The Inquisitive Woman.
of our fathers, are growing weak and sickly. Hut statistics carefully gathered, tell
1 tie other day. on the Amherst railway,
a
very different story The average size of
i
at next a coarse-voiced woman, with
is larger than three centuries
~c and
ey es which looked as ifmadeex- Englishmen
for the armor worn by knights of that
uessiy i',,r prying into other people’s busi- ago,
time cannot be put on to-day save by small
ness, and a form which indicated that she
had found the occupation a thriving one. men. The average duration ot life is also
Accurate registers have been kept
ippo-.te to us sat a handsome young lady longer.
in tleneva since lalio. The average of life
an elaborate suit of
sage green, with an was then
only twenty-two y ears and six
o
gam copy ol Middlemareli in her lap.
l;.e sharp-voiced woman stared at her months: it is now over forty-three years
or
nearly double, in France, four hundred
\an v hard, lidgeted a
good deal, and leanyears ago, the annual mortality in Paris
er o\ cr • mimeneod a conversation in this
was one in sixteen ; now it is one in thirtyw ay :
Book agent, 1 see! Have good luck?" two, which show.- about, the same rate as
in tlencva. In England two centuries ago,
Yon arc mistaken, madam, 1 am no
the annual mortality was one in twentya •cut." (much
astonished.)
It is
Ain't canvassing! thought per- three; now it, i- one in forty-two.
Olil
pleasant to know that the world is improvwas.
Some do."
haps you
ing. and that the vigor and health of our
No.” (looking out of the wind >w.)
race are gaining steadily, instead of de••You go to school per’aps?
“No." (with a half smile.)
■<>»! you don't? Thought per'aps you
did. with a long respiration, and looking
her over as if she thought she was not

ring

on

the third

linger

and commenced again.
“Married ?"
Yes."
••Bride, per'aps?’

a
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HIED TIES PRICES!

Intense excitement

9&~pl::a
Brooks, .Sept.
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Agents wanted:

Irk COn I)or day'
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All

classes of working people, ol
either sex, young or old, make more money at w ork
for us in their spare moments, or all the t'itnr, than
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address
STINSON i CO.. Portland Maine.
Tau"hi
t,l<‘
and easiest way

U/Ai
',r,L T7IMO
1

\
i
I

R.

complete

presented,
b'* Seaver’s Engraved Chart, representing footprints
and description the exact position of .-very stej;.
Sent to any address for f>u cts.
1.. 1 Seaver, lv.'» i
ever

Tremont St.. Boston.

J- G.

1..

U

L;’t

remedy,

i>
|:

\

R/EDER’S

GERMAN

O.N;.m\

SNUFF

■

Signs, Show-cards
58 MAIN STREET,

Etc.,

BELFAST, ME.
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next, his entire stuck **f Decorate-1 Dinner ami fen
Sets, at
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will you look like (lie follow

ak,

FU* N*>
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comprises upwards of

flu* assortment

dred Dinm-i* Sets, and

PATENTS OBTAINED- for Inventors.
No charges unless successful. Pamphletsentfrec.
C. A. Su

a w,

St ts,

A
rh0 subscribers
are
qnpTTUT
A manufacturers
and pro
ii.O
X XLlTXxL*
prietors of lir. It. W. Read * Celehrateil

1

l

THE PLACE TO BUY

Solicitor, 110 Tremont St., Boston.

A fit limit Relief, which is undoubtedly The bes|
asthma remedy yet discovered
Instant' relief i>
guaranteed or purchase price refunded. We put up
the medicine in boxes of three sizes, which retail
for S> cents, f>0 cents and $1. Persons remitting re
tail price will have tin* medicine promptly forwarded
by mail post-paid. Samples sent free 'to any who
desire. Our wholesale prices per dozmi are*$1.75,
$:{.r»o, $7; per gross, $ls, $:{(*,, $7..
Lrm:in<;i:,
Tl i.Licit & Co., Home, N. V.
to $100 invested in Wall St.
often lea<ls ton fortune. No
risk, .‘hi-page pamphlet free.
Valentine ITimbridge X tv Hankers
Wall

1

themselves

FURNITURE

desirable

I

i

■

is the best thino
slut for »t. takeno other.

Wliu oiler fur sale

Parlor

lie- i.".v«--t

,.t

sviftnient "1

■>

G.

Sofas,

Attorney

No. 10 Main St., (^“'l Belfast,
GEO

E.

Walnut,

Black

Chestnut
and Pine,

Brought

Attorney
4£$“A11 business
ronipt attention.

entrusted

G

OWEN

to

him

wiii

j<v,

i-

!

from

Simps

Kinds !

Including Beef, Pork, Lamb, Veal, Poultry, Sec., &c.
Vegetables in their season, l'ickes, Relishes, Canned
Provisions.
flie best price

country produce in his line
*<naeast
Journal Buildinn

paid

'fronton, V J..

oi

GENERAL RENOVATION
-AND_

NEW FURNISHING.
The subscriber informs his old friends and
,the public that he has resumed the manage
ment of the American House, and that In
proceed at once to renovate it from top
,_LMto bottom and refurnish it with entirely
new furniture, and in all respects make it one of the
best hotels in the State.
Having had long experience in the hotel busim",
he flatters himself that travellers and guests who
patronize the American House will lind a good table,
good rooms and attentive waiters.
11 N. LAXCASTLR.
22tf
Belfast, Nov. 2f>, 187:1.

[l^will

.JACKSON, SI RVIVING PAUTNLR Of

R. Johnson A c<».,
now otters AT COST.
wishing
up
at Hayford Block lor a few weeks, their entire S'.ock
in trade at retail—consisting of a Choice Line of
MILLINERV, DRESS TIMM MINGS and FANCY
GOODS, ALL NEW, including Hats in the latent
styles, tiimmed to order. And a Liberal discount
will be made to the Trade.
Call and See our Stock before purchasing else
where.
Miss MARA JACKSON.
tf.
Oct. 20th, 187.*1.

Call and See

Dr. Folsom's

Dental Plates.
«jivon to making am! insert iim
tl’lf*

'l HE PLACE TO BEY YOUR

Patent Medicine
PURE DRUGS
and CHEMICALS,
FANCY GOODS,
CHOICE CIGARS,

V

\\ I\'<;

complete

|

LIST

Maiu and High Streets.
a large assortment ol

TRUSSES and SUPPORTERS
All ol' which he. oilers very rhea]) lor
cash.
Please call ami examine betore

elsewhere.

[3PPhysieians’ presetiplion- eareluily
compounded.

Florence, Singer,

a

to
t

Ten

Prizes

$100

SEWING fu A CHINES
For Sale on Installments.

A Liberal Discount for Cash
>'
01
second band machine m lair
\ HAPt.l
jTV. condition. fur ah* VKIJ^ ( Ml-.AP. 'Tin* bust
quality oT N.Attachments oil, &t\, lor .-ah*

cheap.

WD KL. iVEorison,
oihci* removed to II. II. .Johnson n.
t.OUl#S >TOliL, IT. 11 i-1.

<•<).’-;

|>j;y

GRAN D

A.

OUT

ANDREWS,

CO A

Cargo Egg

~

la!!

landing.

constantly

For

Inventions, Trade Marks

or

AliKN is WAN IT.li ti.sl.l.l

Tickets

«>1 I I,

till, II St" nil.,

Designs,

n -,
secure Patents in tin* tinted
Britain, France, and other forcountries.
eign
Caveats, .Specifications, Assignmeat s, and all
papers for Patents executed on reason
able terms, with despatch. Researches made to de
termine the validity and utility of Patents of Jnven
tions, and
and other advice rendered in all
matters touching the same.
Copies of the claims of
toy patent- furnished by remitting one dollar.
Asignineuts recorded in W ashington.
.\<> Ayt-nry in the Unit’ d States
possess-s superior
faetlitles ;\>r obtainimj ,“atents or ascertainin'/ the

lejjal

patent ability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to
Washington to pro
a Patent, and the usual
eu'great delay ‘here, are
here saved inventors.
TESTIMONIALS.
•1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most
capable and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had of
lieial intercourse.
CHARLES MASON,
Com's’r of Patents.”
'1 have no hesitation in
assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man morefompetent and trust
irorthi/ ami more capable of putting their applica»:ons in a form to secure for them an
early and favorab.<- consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMLN1) BERlvE, late Com’s’r of Patents.”
Mr.p

H. Edi>y has made for me over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable
proof of gre at
talent and ability on his part leads me to recommend
m i. inventors to apply to him to
procure iheir patents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases,
at wry
reasonable charges.
JoliN TAGGART.*'
Boston, .Jam 1, 1874.
iyr.fr
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can*

M'<-'

j

a

of

computed ijpon the same in June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Hoorn, from
9 to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 P. M.
Saturdays from 9 to
12 A. M
Jonif II. Qcimrv, Treas.
ASA FAUNCE, Pres’t.
Belfast, July 12, 1870.
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H. A. BARTLETT & CO.
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Ii3 North Front St.. Philadelphia.
143 Chambers St., New York.
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43 Broad St., Boston
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Catarrh

BISHOP sonn

35

Cured.

LINIMENT

AnU

Droppings in Throat, Clickings,
Stranglings, Pains m tho Side,
Loins, Headache, Dizziness and
General Weakness, Cured by less

J a p.•-111\»
kr*a. xpiiiitl
La d:. Sprain
pb. -iei

than Three Bottles of tho

CATARRH REMEDY
I'11 Mi
1-n i.i.mkm. & < «Proprietors of *
ft Hat ham! Catarrh Hrmf'a'i/. .Manche-Ur. \. ||.
1 reside at Manchester. .V II
ami pre\iou-iv r.
-.•ied it llenniker and am a native.d‘
Wtaiv, rhi>,;it‘
1 lut\e had catarrh tweurv live
\c
years,
-me- I wa
If years old; had it bad all tin linn
I;
rui,
ill that period, and nights it would li'i
up ami
d)-.,p down i.. mi throat. cuu'dug a leeliug <*t cliuk
mg, so that I wo tilt Is pring tip in bed to sn\. mv.-elt
limn strangulation.
It alfccted mv lo ad
tIi;it |
lull coidn^cd, and was troubled with ,-evere head
adn at intervals, Cor a w* k at a time.
I al •<» bad
bad pam- m shoulders, hack, and
kidney-. i,,,m
which I Millercd imineii elv.
had vv ere fln-v■. j,;,t
a
summer J wa- obliged to lie in
year ago la
most of the time Cor'three month1 li.ive tried :l\
kinds of :null and Catarrh remedic- w.rh n.,
}
ticular henelit, and consulted phv-iri:n-.
I h. .1 *
hacking cough. I began to take tin- <
Catarrh .'hutx/i/ la-t Align
! In-gin to -r,>w b.
ter before liiiisbing the hi-t bottle. I am now,m the
t bird bottle.
Mv
atarrli is cured, m
health i< ntornl.
1 have no pains, ache-, or coughs.
\g
"’hole system is made ov.-rmw.
I know it is tinmedicine that has re.-om ,1 me from intens,- Mgf, riu>r
and almo-t the psam
I am now ahl, to do tinhardest wink amt hear the groate-?
\po ure. amt
fee! that 1 cannot -a too mm h m lav
.t!,.
ftitatioaal Catarrh tti iiadi,.
-'NTs i: iii
Manchester, N 11 1 b. i, i-;;.
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Botanic Balaam at all drug
Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy for
Asthma, Coughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, &c.
Large bottles, 35 cts. l)r F. \V. Kinsman, Pro
prietor, Augusta, Maine. $5000 for a case it will not
cure!
Try it.
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Manager’s office in Phenix Row, over Geo. F.
White’s store.
We are prepared to do jig sawing and wood turning, in any amount and style. Having just put on
some new and expensive tools for the purpose, we
cau now execute iron planing to 20 inches, and turn
shafting up to 10 l'eet lengths.
Orders left at the office over Geo. F. White’s,
Phenix Row, will meet with prompt attention.
W. W. CASTLI'., President & Manager.
ISAAC C. ABBOTT, Sec’y & Superintendent.
Belfast, Sept. 22, 1873.
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The Manager of this establishment announces to
public that since the lire he
has leased and fitted up the Wilder Foundry, at the
Head of the Tide, Belfast, and is supplying it with
superior tools of every description, Lathes, Planers,
&c., and is

NEW GOODS

New ami Mecoud-llaiid, of Flr*t-Clas*
maker*, will be sold at JLower Price*/or cash,
or on Installment*, in City or Country,
during: this Financial Cri*i* ami the
day*, by HORACE RATERS A »ON,
48il K road nay, than everliefore offered
in New Fork. Ageuti Warned to esll Water*
Celebrated Plano*. Concerto and
Illustrated CataOrchestral Organ*.
logue* mailed. Great Inducement* to
the Trade. A large discount to minister*.
Churches, 8*unday-9chools, etc.
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Physician *Surgeon
FURNITURE! FOUNDRY CO.

Societies about purchasing are earnestly invited
to address Or. GEO. F. IIROOK* (Organist)
«V CO.. 277 Washington St., Boston, Mass, Sole
Agents for the celebrated Church Organs of GEO.
.1 AH1HNE A lOl, New York, the builders of
ttie 820,000 organ for Rev. Dr. Talmadge’s church,
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state of ])arlies. the voter explained to the
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ask for the office of Chief Justice of the
I'nited States. Mr. Madison was a little
surprised, but. with that ready tact which
In had brought from his diplomatic experience, he concealed ids astonishment,
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the t.'onstitntion of the I'nited States, and
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were his name—that the judges held office
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